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SEMPER SERIOUS SURVEY 4. Do you regard Semper's coverage of 
these areas adequate? If not, why not? 
Rarely have there occurred attempts 
to gauge student response to and criticism 
of this publication. However, sudia time 
is now upon the University. We ask reiad-
ers to fiBtn as completely as possible the 
following questionnaire and return it 
either to Semper Office (first floor, Union 
Building), or to the Union Office counter. 
1. What is your general opinion of the 
1974 Publication? 
2.'; .Have you been reading most or only 
; :'. a few sections of the paper? 
.3. Do you read the following sections: 
Are there other issues/ar^ as of inter-
est you would like to see Semper cover 
more or less regularty?Specify: 
6. To assist us further in identifying our 
reading public, would you indicate your 
course and year below' (and political 
persuasion, if you wish). 
Any further comments you may wish to 
make; 
thoroughly * browse • not at ali 
Rhinoceros 
IntAffairs. 
Media 
Monkey Bus^ 
meJB. 
Reviews:; 
Books 
Theatre 
mi\': 
ntervtews-
Catfipiis News 
Environment 
Lifei Science 
Coming Events 
Lwlng.with 
' • '.''/.\.' 
Your suggestions and comments will be 
taken seriously. We who work on the paper 
itself, are only too aware of certain inadeq-
u£icies; and would like to see such inadequades 
overcome. This however is partly your 
: battte.too. Your support in conscientiously 
completing this questionnaire and handing it 
in to us will indicate general support or (ack 
thereof in the total pid>Ucitk>o or its parts. 
Such information will help us make the 
right det^^ns. Df=/JH 
^•tal^AMateAiriatairia w n n t f • 
VU.UMt44// que^idoid un-\e^ -ty, ^ .baa 4 0 ^ 
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LISTENING IN 
THE PENNY SHORT CASE - ^w., and two independent psychiatric 
DEPARTMENTAL CONTRADICTIONJS?°^H„!^^'!"f,^^^^ 
A Mn I iMinrJ A rTnrrrv ^ ^ '^'^ "^ director of education, Mr. 
A N D UNION ACTIVITY. Bunker, and the director-general 
' of education, Mr. Buggie, have both 
refused to discuss the case witli the 
Teachen' Federation. 
Source: Lot's Wife ^ o n a ^ Univenity, 
Victoria)-VoL 14 No. 6 
Hbnj Soit (Sydney University, 
NSW-No. 6.1974. 
THE RHINOCERCK 
The May 2nd issue of Semper Floreat 
carried a 'Monkey Business' article about 
Ms Penny Short, a Macquarie University 
(NSW) student who lost her Teacher's 
College Scholarship because she is a rad-
ical lesbian, "Because I would not keep 
quiet about my homosexuaUty". 
Recent developments have included 
the NSW Teachers' Federation criticism 
of the Department of Education for its 
"inhuman approach" in this case and its 
favouring the establishment of an indep-
endent tribunal which "jnight alleviate the 
poUtical oppression which now occurs -
not fust of homosexuals, but deliberate 
discrimination against young people". 
During an April demonstration, 330-
strong, outside the NSW Department of 
Education, Penny Short and two others 
met with Mr. Bunker, Director General 
of Education. In reviewing Penny's 
case he stated that the Department had 
"to take into account parents'attitudes 
and com m unity standards ". In say ing 
this. Bunker contradicted the earlier line 
taken by the Department concerning 
Penny's "medical fUness" and demon-
strated that she had been excluded on 
the grounds of her sexuality. 
Joe Owens, State Secretary of the 
Builders Labourers Federation, has said 
that it is likely that construction work 
at Macquarie University would cease 
until Penny's case had been reviewed. 
The connection between homosex-
ual!^ and mental instability forged by 
the Education Department is denied 
by general organisations of both 
Biychologists and psychiatrists. In ovember 1973, the Australian and 
New Zealand CoUege of Psychiatrists 
commented as follows: 
Many psychiatrists consider that 
bomosexual feelings and behaviour 
are compatibile with good adjust-
ment and are a useful and creative 
contribution to society. The 
Australian and New Zealand College 
of Psychiatrists strongly condemns 
community attitudes and laws which 
discriminate against homosexual 
behaviour between consenting 
adults in privates 
This resolution was passed by an 
overwhehning majority. In February, 
1974 the Australian Psychological 
Society passed the foUowing resolution) 
resolutions by a large majority: 
That the Australian Psychological 
Society condemns community 
attitudes which discrimbiate ag-
ainst homosexual bdiaviour between 
consenting adults; afflnnsthatit 
supports moves to counter discrhn-
inations against homosexuals; as 
B matter of genenl prindple diould 
be prepued to take a putlic stand 
on pubuc issues. 
Penny obtained five favourable 
references from staff at Macquarie 
400 PERCENT PRICE RISES 
INCHH^E 
Inflation 
zooms 
in Chile 
SANTIAGO, Thurs-
day, —"The cost of liv-
ing in^CSiile rose 15.3 
per cent ia AptU, it was 
ofQdallX- "anoouDced 
yesterday. : ; 
The total inflation for 
the-first four months of 
the ""year, ht i been 77^' 
po- .^Dt TheNationa) 
Institute •• of -.Satirtks 
said 'the items -iihbwiBg 
jnajoriises in April WIM 
food r«t. 9.9-4)cr.-. cent, 
Iwosiog •0;9,"''tod^doth-
idg'Z3.^Tl}e t e a of Kv-: 
iofi roseby 14J2 per cent 
in March. 
The average price rise of essential 
food products in Chile in the three 
months foUowing the coup was be-
tween 400 and. 500 percent, according 
to Chile Monitor, journal of the CMe 
SoUdarity Campaign, quoting a Chilean 
Jesuit review, Mensaie. Wage increases 
over the same period amounted to 
67 percent. 
ChUe Monitor adds that the mili-
tary junta authorised new price in-
creases in January. Sample prices on 
January 31 were as foUows (prices 
at September 1,1973 in brackets):' 
sugar 280 escudos per kilo (24); 
cooking oU 460 per Utre (36); rice, 
240 per kUo (15); mUk, 60 per Utre, 
(8.50) 
The pubUcation also reported 
that up to the end of January, 4,683 
refugees had been definitely accepted 
in other countries; another 4,500 
were in various Latin American coun-
tries, awaiting asylum in other coun-
tries. Chile Monitor listed the countries 
accepting refugees with the number 
accepted; the list includes FraTice 1,010; 
West Germany, 750 (1,225 promised); 
Sweden, 520; East Germany 400; 
Cuba 220 so far but unlimited for the 
future; Britain 11, Soviet Union 6; 
United States 4, 
Source: ANS, No 18,27 March, 
1974 
CHARGES OF RACISM 
IN EIDSVOLD 
Eidsvold is a provincial township set,^. ^ 
in wcU-timbcred country inland froni^-'' ''i 
Maryborough, to this,':one of the largMtf' 
• beet and timber towns in Queensland, 
blacks find fairly ijegular employment. 
And when they want to.water a parched: 
whistle, the Star Hofel is the place to go.-
In fact, it's the only place; a hotel/motel 
near the centre of town. 
It's also the centre of a growing number 
of complaints by local blacks because of 
an aUeged colour-bar.' 
The present manager is the weU-known 
ex-pugilist, Jeff White, who arrived this 
year. 
A few words about the hotel itself: 
there are .tiiree drinking areas in the *Stai';. 
the private lounge where graziers and agents 
tend to congregate, the pubUc bar 
is preferred by white townspeople, wHUe 
the public lounge is where one Hnds 
blacks presently drinking. It is also of in-
terest to note the existence of two toilet 
fadUties • one near the Private Lounge, the 
other in the PubUc Lounge. 
Before White took over, the previous 
manager is said to have aUowed blacks only 
in to purchase home suppUes - none being 
allowed to drink on the premises. The 
situation changed with White as he per-
mitted the blacks to use the pubUc bar 
and toUets nearby untU, so Uie story goes 
pressure applied by local graziers turfed 
them out into the pubUc lounge with its 
own toUet block. 
It has been claimed that Jeff White 
has tried to Uve up to his predecessor's 
reputation in his attempt to order blacks 
out of the hotel itself. Needless to say, 
they weren't too amenable to his overtones. 
When the cops were caUed in over some 
recent blue, they were reported to have 
told White that he'had a lot to learn". 
Semper Floreat heard of these 
rumblings of dissatisfaction when a student 
spent some time in Eidsvold a matter of 
days ago, playing pool with some of the 
blacks in the "Star". They're quite indig-
nant at the separatism policy which 
appears to extend to the pub having 
virtually a for-blacks-only toUet, and 
hoped that some pubUcity might induce 
a change of behaviour in this 'white' 
manager. 
SEMPER FLOREAT 
VOLUME 44, NUMBER 7 
6TH JUNE 1974. 
"Over the path to wholeness hangs the huge 
cloud of pain, and beyond it is death. Su^er-
iiig and death are the enemies and companions 
of man, twins whom he hates and cannot do 
without. There is no^swer* to them in the 
sense of a hope of getting rid of them. If there 
is a way ahead it is not a way out but a way 
through'! 
%a Ttying To Be Hunan" 
Rosemary Haughton. 
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RHQ'NOT INTERESTED' 
WHY THERE IS A PROTEST ON STUDENT HOUSING 
The accommodation of students at this University has always been a 
Eroblem. It has, even in easier years been far worse here than at other fniversities. Why — Because it would appear that there are relatively 
few students who are able to find satisfactory accommodation, IF 
ANY AT ALL. This year has presented an even worse crisis, whidi 
many would think is almost impossible to overcome. 
The Union has the accommodation and Housing Committee to deal 
with the problems of student housing and on Friday March 29, that 
Committee organised a forum and deUveied a petition to Sir Alan 
Fletcher, the State Minister for Education. 
WHY PROTEST ? 
Students are in a vety vulnerable 
position and can be easily exploited 
in housing matters. The totally 
inadequate transport system to and 
from this University aggravates this 
problem. As a result, students if 
they desire to Uve away from home 
are virtuaUy forced to Uve in the St 
Lucia, Toowong, Taringa, Indooroo-
pUIy area. 
The crisis has been worsened this 
year, partiaUy due to the flood. The 
flood has rendered many houses in 
the lower St Lucia area unavailable 
for student accommodation. The 
consequence has been to put pres-
sure on these other traditional 
areas. The fact of the West-End 
ferry being non-operational has 
not helped the situation. 
Whilst many landlords in these 
areas have always been sympathetic 
to the student housing problem, 
there emerged this year definite 
cases of blatent exploitation by 
others. 
There have been instances of 
students having their rents increased 
by up to 100% in houses not in any 
way affected by the flooding and 
then they tell the prospective ten-
ant or worse stUl, the tenant who 
is already settled in, that the rent 
has gone up because everything 
else is going up and the tenant can 
pay or get out. 
The more astute landlord (they 
do exist!) has been quick to reaUze 
that with today's cost of Uving, their 
rent receipts from the average worker 
with a family would be far lower than 
the rental to be obtained from four 
or five students, who, it is thought, 
could afford to pay more. Further 
more, many of these houses are old 
houses, owned by landlords, who are 
simply keeping them until a developer 
is ready to pay an enormous price for 
the land, the house on it being virtuaUy 
worthless. 
STUDENT ACrriON 
It was with cases like these, that 
the Accommodation and Housing 
Committee decided to bring the mat-
ter to the general student body, the 
pubUc and the University Adminis-
tration, as weU as the State Depart-
ment of Education. 
A tent was erected on the grass 
triangle between Circular Drive and 
tile Union Office. The object was 
that it would act as a dissemination 
point for information to students 
who faced such problems. Conversely 
it would attract students who could 
give the Committee more facts. But 
primarily, it was there as a place where 
concerned students could sign a pet-
ition in a situation symboUc of the 
whole problem. 
The petition addressed to Sir 
Alan Fletcher, tiie State Minister 
for Education, pointed out that 
the CommUtee knew these problems 
were in existence and that the sign-
atories asked the State Government 
to investigate not only that particular 
circumstance, but the whole matter 
of student housing. 
THEFORUM 
By Friday 29th March, there 
were 500 signatures on the petition; 
not only from students who were 
concerned at the problem, but also 
from many who themselves feel 
they are being given a raw deal by 
their landlords. 
A forum chaired by Alan Grieve, 
was held at 1.15 p.m. on the Friday 
afternoon. Speakers were Jim Var^ese, 
BiU Mimro (Chairman of the Accomm-
odation and Housing Committee), 
Alan Whiting (Student Director of 
the recently formed University of 
Queensland Housing Limited - see 
postscript), Rob Brown and Dave 
Murr. 
BU! outlined the situation in gen-
eral and pointed to specific cases. One 
that bears mention was that of a 
student who last year paid $11.50 for 
a room. This year, he has to pay 
$15.50. Yet he stiU has to share his 
bathroom and toUet with five other 
famUies. Needless to say, for a num-
ber of weeks now, he has been try-
ing in vain for somewhere else to 
Uve. 
Or the case of the landlord who 
put up the rent on his house by $15 
in 3 days, simply because he knew 
he could obtain more from students. 
After aU, some of the pubUc think 
that since students no longer have 
to pay their fees they can now 
afford to pay more for their acc-
ommodation. 
Jim emphasised the fact that 
any action must be from the com-
munity of students as a whole, 
since this was aproblem common 
to so many. 
Mr Guymer, who said he would 
see a deputation of four students 
while the rest waited in the hallway. 
•. The foiir that met the Director-
General were'BUl Munro, Murray 
Proctor, Alan Grieve and Alan 
Whiting. After being promised 
that the inatter would reach the 
Minister, the deputation was 
asked to state its case in more de-
tail which it proceeded to do for 
at least twenty minutes. One of 
the key points raised was that the Com-
mittee believed that the problem of 
obtaining suitable student accommo-
dation at a rent which was not unrea-
sonable Uke many of the present, 
was largely aresponsibUity of the 
State Govemment. 
The Director-General stated that 
he was reluctant to carry out an 
investigation of such a problem for 
two reasons. Firstly, the usual Gov-
emment reaction - his finance was 
already obUgated to other projects. 
Secondly, he wanted more facts on 
which to base any investigation that 
he might make later. 
A PROPOSED SUBMISSION 
The end result is that the 
Accommodation and Housing Commi-
ttee has agreed to back up the petition 
with a submission which wiU list the 
cases that it has already unearthed and 
cases from a previous edition of Semper. 
In order to put the ball in the court 
of those whom the Committee sees as 
sharing some responsibility for the 
matter, namely, the Education Depart-
ment and University administration, 
the Committee is requesting anyone who 
is affected by problems with landlords, 
the accommodation shortage in general 
or even anyone with any information 
at all, to give it to the Committee. This 
can best be done by leaving a message 
for BiU Munro (Committee Chairman) 
at the Union Office. 
AMAZON INDIAN HUT 
THE DEPUTATION 
From the Forum area, a group 
of about 40 moved off along Circ-
ular Drive to the J.D. Story Building. 
There Jim Varghese and Rob Brown 
took a copy of the petition and pre-
sented it to the Vice-Chancellor. 
The group then left by chartered 
bus to present the petition to Sir 
Alan Fletcher. On arriyd at the Old 
Treasury BuUding, they were told 
that the Mmister was 'unavoidable 
detained elsewhere*. However, 
after a smaU delay it was suggested 
that the group present the petition 
to the Directbr-Generd of Education, 
NAGA HUT 
APPROACH TO REAL ESTATE 
INSTITUTE 
In an attempt to thrust some rcs-
ponsibiUty on the landlords themselves, 
the deputation has ananged to travel 
to the Vdley headquarters of the Real 
Estate Institute of Queensland. The 
first time the Committee made this 
intention pubUc was at the Forum, a 
mere 2 hours before. Yet, by the time, 
the deputation arrived, the entire 
board of R.E.I.Q. had met under the 
protective eyes of a police car on the 
kerb opposite. It is an interesting ob-
servation that the R.E.I.Q. got poUce 
surveUlance yet the Education Depart-
ment did not. 
The show of strength at the R.E.I.Q. 
was increased when the State President, 
Mr Postle, declared that he would speak 
to BiU Munro only. After being given 
about 'A of the time to explain his 
case at the R.E,l.Q. that the deputation 
was given at the Old Treasury BuUding, 
BUI was shown the door. He was told 
that aU matters that went through 
that office are investigated. But the 
distmct impression was that the R.E.I.Q. 
could not give a damn what students 
pay, or what conditions they have to. 
Uve in. 
WHERE NOW 
The Committee stUl considers the 
whole effort worthwhile. Under the 
Landlord and Tenant Act of Queensland, 
the tenants rights have steadUy been 
decreased, until there is virtuaUy nothing 
that can be done to prevent landlords 
arbitrarUy increasing their rents to ex-
ploit a pre-existing hardship. It would 
be more than optimistic to expect the 
Bjelke-Peterson govemment to begin 
a fdr rents tribunal. 
So the object of any action like 
the housing protest must be to bring 
the matter to the minds of those who 
should know about it even if they 
don't know already. The Press pubUc-
ity extended even to the front pages 
of the Western Suburbs Advertiser, 
and to at least one paper in Northern 
NSW. At least two Brisbane daily 
newspapers are showing continued 
interest in the problem. Two comm-
ercial television stations were also 
able to show that there is something 
amiss with student housing. 
The exercise as a whole has enabled 
the Committee to grapple more easily 
with the matter of student housing 
as a whole, which can been seen to 
exist on two levels. Firstly, th'ere is 
the immediate acute shortage and 
exploitation of students by arbit-
rary landlords. Secondly, there is 
the ever present annual problem of 
how to house students in a way which 
each student thinks is satisfactory. 
For the first problem, the Union 
is working on a submission to those 
responsible for education in Queens-
land. For this as many facts that can 
possibly be obtained are necessary. 
For the second, the protest brought 
to the attention of many people, the 
need to establish a long term satisfac-
tory housing scheme now, but more 
importantly to do it as quickly as 
possible since the present trend»are 
that the housing problem will be with 
us for years. 
At the moment, it seems that about 
10% of students looking for houses or 
flats get what they want in a reason-
able time. Of those, very few actuaUy 
find that what they get is what they 
need. 
Alan Whiting 
Bin Munro. 
See page 11 for a special report on 
the recently uicorporated 'llniver-
sity- of Queensland Housing Ltd.* 
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ACTS MUST GO! 
The Aborigines Act and The Tones Strait Islanders Act of 1971 are successors 
of The Acts introduced by the Queensland State Government for the specific 
purpose of keeping blacks under control. These Acts are repressive in the extreme 
and have been the object of much criticism from blacks and students in the past. 
The Act Confrontation Committee has recently been re-formed for the express 
purpose of "smashing the acts", and to put the demand for "unconditional land 
rights" for blacks. Teny Farr recently interviewed Les Collins, co-ordinator of this 
black-controlled committee. 
.f2 
Les CollUu/May Day Photo. 
Terry Farr: What do you mean when you 
speak of the Acts ? 
Les Collins: I'm speaking of legislation 
introduced and maintained by the Queens-
land State Govemment which denies all 
blacks in this State the basic human rights 
and our rightful place in Society. Thisi 
legislation comes in two sections, (1) An 
Aborigines Act 1971 and (2) Torres Strait 
Islanders Act of 1971. 
Fan: What would be the most oppressive 
section of the Acts ? 
ColUns: CapitaUsm is biult on the division 
of the classes and reUes on the working 
class not being united. The Acts divide the 
blacks from the organised workuig class 
very successfuUy thereby perpetuating 
the system. The very existence of these 
acts is their most oppressive feature 
because U shows how a capitaUst system 
takes for granted that it has a right to pre-
dicate its poUcies against a minority m 
order to maintain itself. Because of this 
1 would point out that the organised work-
ing class has benefits which the blacks are, 
denied. In particular, the Administrators' 
of these Acts have the rights to place all 
blacks outside the jurisdiction of indust-
rial law. TTiey can set out wages to any 
minimum they wish and on reserves they 
can determine the type of work we per-
form. 
Farr: Have the Trade Unions attempted 
to take up any of your demands 7 
CoUins: Yes, but tiieir support has been 
Umited because we have been plagued by 
a conservative Trade Union Movement in 
Queensland. But, because of the increas-
ing number of blacks recognisuig their 
position in the mass international revol-
utionary upsurge, the struggle against 
racism is put increasingly on the agenda 
for the working class and radical students. 
We are therefore expecting greater support 
in this campaign. 
Farr: How are you off for finance ? 
ColUns: The Act Cbnfrontation Committee 
is desperately in need of finance to bring 
blacks from aU over AustraUa and Queens-
land to Brisbane for the proposed demon-
stration for June Sth. Finance can be 
directed to tiie Act Confrontation Committ 
ee at 48 Leichhardt Street, Spring HUl. Q. 
4000. 
Farr: What demands are being put 
forward in this campaign ? 
CoUins: The demands to Smash AU Racist 
Legislation and for Unconditional Land 
Ri^ts. 
Farr: Have you attempted to fight these 
Acts throu^ the legal system ? 
CoUins: We requested the Aboriginal & 
Torres Strait Islandens Legal Service (Qld) 
Ltd., to take up our demands but this and 
other requests for black rights resulted in 
mass expulsion from the service. This is a 
result of the bourgeois mentaUty of the 
soUcitors and barristers who control the 
Service. 
Farr: Has the Labor Party been of any 
assisjtance ? 
Collins:: No. They did propose an Anti-
discrimination BUI before the double 
S O ; i A l ACTIOM "laECTO.^ 
ur. 'j::io:: UNIV^^OIT/ OF OUE:£.*^SU.'!P STL'JCIA oLn 
VCUR L^TTE.I i:iVITI:.'G ME TO SPLAK AT ij;JIV£P;iTV P.ZZllKll AT M 
OFFICE ON 27TH MAY STOP C S U BaOUCHT TO >!Y ATTE.^ ST.^ O.S THIS DAY 
STOP WAS IM NC^THERN TERRITORY LAST WEEK 6 T 0 P H I N I S T E R I A ' . 
C0;it1ITTMENTS WILL PROHiaiT V I S I T TO BRISSkNE THIS WEEK STOP-
ANY ACTION TO OPPOSE THE TWO QUEENSLAN!^ ABOfilSIJWL ACTS 
HAS :n WHOLEHEAfiTEJ) SUPPORT STOP AHTICIPATt 
OVERRIOINC AUSTRALIAN G0VERN.1ENT LEGISUTION TO BE SflBHITTED 
TO AUSTRALIAN PARLIAMENT NEXT SESSION HILL A30LISH THE 
QUEENSLA.ND RACIST ACTS 
. . . SENATOR J CAVANACK MINISTER TOR A30RI(!INAL AFFAIRS 
HS 
The above telegram may be taken by some to indicate that further activity by blacks 
and mUitant whites m opposition to the racist Bjelke-Petersen regime is unnecessary. 
This attitude is far from correct. 
Firstly, Cavanagh supports "any action to oppose the two Queensland Aborigbtal Acts." 
Secondly, he only anticipates over-ridmg legislation. There is no guarantee that U will 
be passed. 
Thirdly, any such legislation is sure to be chaUenged by the Queensland Govemment. 
Fourthly, legislation changes Acts, not attitudes. 
Demonstrations are aimed at informing apathetic racist people and governments that 
social/human injustice must be acted against. The issues are more complex than just the 
two infamous Acts. The issues include the abhorrent conditions of blacks in places like 
the Born Free Club. They include contuiued poUce brutality, unpoliced wage rates for 
aborigines, rights to traditional land and rights to f au deals in housing. 
When these problems are solved, activists can work for another cause, but not until 
then. M.P. 
dissolution but it is unlikely that this would 
have been enforced as the Labor Party is 
reluctant to over-ride the States generaUy 
and seems totaUy unprepared to on the 
"deUcate" matter of black affairs. 
Farr: But hasn't Uie Labor Party been 
fienerous to Black people ? 
ColUns: It has managed to buy off a 
number of blacks but this is in no way 
has produced equaUty for aU blacks as 
equaUty comes only witii the aboUtion 
of classes. This of course means Sodalist 
Revolution. 
SOLID STUDENT SUPPORT 
FOR 
ABORIGINE DEMONSTRATION 
At two forums on Queensland 
campus m the last fortnight, students 
showed their support for the blacks of 
AustraUa in their aim to force BjeUce-
Petersen to repeal the racist Queensland 
Aborigmes Act (1971), and Torres Strait 
Islanders Act (1971). Students gave over 
$ 150 to help pay for the bussing of 
Aborigines from their reserves to Bris-
bane on June Sth. 
In addition, the Union Social Action 
Committee gave $ 150 to the Act Con-
frontation Committee to help transport 
tiie blacks. A further $150 was provided 
by the Social Action Committee to send 
Dennis WaUcer to Sydney where he raised 
another $450 from NSW campuses. 
Speaking for the blacks, he expressed 
his amazement at the student support. 
It is clear that informed students are 
not as apathetic to social iryustice as 
the pessimists amongst us beUeve. 
Student representation at tiie "Smash 
the Act" Demonstration in King George 
Square on Wednesday June Sth is another 
indication that some do have a conscience 
and the guts to act on U, 
Mike Power 
Abschol 
Act Confrontation Committee. 
ON THE LEFl terry gygar 
COMMUNIST PLOT ? 
An interesting sideUght to the referen-
dum proposals rejected on May 18 was 
provided by ALP stalwart and ex-secretary 
of the QCE rural committee, Mr. T.WilUams. 
In a stinging attack on the so-called 
"Democratic Electioms" proposal, Mr. 
WUUams said in Queensland Country Life 
(16th May): "A Yes vote would stifle and 
eventuaUy destroy aU political opposition 
to the part in Government, lliis would be 
totaUtarian govemment....the effect on 
the people of Australia would be commun-
istic in nature." 
If you happen to be in tiie vicinity of 
Trades HaU and see a headless body stagger-
ing out the door, chances are it's the 
suicidaUy outspoken Mr. WUUams. 
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS? 
Seems that "Banacuda" Jack Egerton • 
President of the ALP Queensland Central 
Executive - has a new definition of what 
amoimts to free speech. 
The "Barracuda" went berserk at 
Cough's King George Square raUy. It 
seems he was very upset that the Courier 
MaU had the effrontery to print a story 
about a strike only four days before the 
election. 
True to democratic form Jack Egerton 
thou^t this was carrying freedom a bit 
too m - waving the offending newspaper 
in the air Jack shouted "but we'U fix the 
Courier Mail • and soon!" 
We wait with baited breath to see the 
Courier Mail "fixed" - and who cares 
about freedom when votes are at stake, 
e h J a c k ? * , • ; i 
GOUGH PUTS HIS MONEY WHERE 
HIS MOUTH IS. 
At least we know the Prime Minister 
wasn't lym§ when he voiced the opmion that 
the rural mdustries "never had it so good" -
because tiie latest addition to the "Pitt 
Street Farmers" in the Tweed area is none 
other than tiie Hon. E.G. Whitiam himself! 
Seems that Gough has teamed up with 
the notorious Hogan brothers (architects 
of the Gair appointment) to go into the 
cattle business. 
Could this indicate a change in the 
Government's policy on rural tax concess 
ions, supherphosphate bounties, etc.? 
The cynics among us might imagme that 
any poUcy changes won*t be prompted 
entirely by tiie rural backlash against 
Labor. 
Vk 
SCIENCE 
PENTAPEDM 
HOPPING PAYS OFF IF YOU GO FAST ENOUGH 
The kangaroo's mode of locomotion is a cheap way to travel, meta 
bolically speaking. That is the conclusion of two Harvard University 
zoologists, who trained a pair of these hopping marsupials to perform 
on a treadmUl in face masks which enabled them to measure oxygen 
consumption. 
When they hop, kangaroos appear 
to bounce in a manner, say Terence 
Dawson and Richard Taylor, resembUng 
a 'bouncing ball or tiie action of a pogo 
stick'. Do tiiey, then, possess some kind 
of internal spring capable of storing up 
and releasing energy from bounce to 
bounce? And is it therefore cheaper for 
an animal to hop than to run? The ans-
wers to both questions are 'yes', but 
the kangaroo's striking means of get-
ting about becomes efficient only at 
speeds above about 18 km/h 
Taylor has been involved previously 
in studies of large quadrupeds which 
have enabled him and others to estab-
lish relationships between speed, weight 
and oxygen consumption. In the physio-
logical tests on two red kangaroos (weig-
hing 18 and 28 kg, respectively) he 
and Dawson measured oxygen con-
sumption for-speeds between 1 and 
22 km/h on their treadmUl; in the 
wUd kangaroos can belt along at 40 
km/h for several km, or even sprint a 
at 65 km/h in speed bursts. At each 
speed the consumption level reached 
what appeared to be a steady state 
after a few minutes. All the metaboUsm 
seemed to be aerobic, not caUing upon 
the lactic-acid cycle for supplies of 
energy. 
At low speeds, up to 6 or 7 km/h 
kangaroos move inefficiently by a 
kind of 'pentapedal gait' in which 
they use their tails as a fifth limb. 
Here oxygen consumption increased 
with mcreasing speed nearly four times 
as steeply as for a quadruped of the 
same weight. But, as they switched 
to their hopping mode, the stodgy 
four-legged running was seen for the 
tame metiiod of locomotion that it 
is. As the kangaroos went faster, the 
two researchers actually recorded a 
slightly falUng oxygen consumption. 
This effect was not due to the kan-
garoos' inability to bum up more 
oxygen, since struggUng animals used 
about twice the maximum registered 
during teadmUl operations. 
Since you can't get something 
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for nothing, energetically, the result 
can only mean that hopping kangaroos 
make more efficient use of the oxy-
gen they inhale as they speed up. The 
increased efficiency comes from 
greater elastic storage and recovery 
of energy. They point out that kan-
garoos have a very large achUles 
tendon, attached to a bone that would 
act as a most efficient lever to stretch 
this tension spring. Other tendons may 
also play a role. 
It is likely that kangaroos survived 
the arrival of man and dogs in Aust-
ralia, in preference to other mar-
supials not so equipped, by virtue of 
their economical means of mnning 
away. But the big question is why 
didn't mammals on other continents 
follow suit? 
Source: New Scientist, Vol 60, No876 
13Deccml)erl973. 
ITEM Annmaree O'Keeffe is a 20-year old Journalism student at this University. She works on a part-time basis for Semper Floreat as a Typist/Publications Secretary. Recently told by a friend of the impending disappearance of a small cattie-truclcing town west of Cairns, and the concern of several of its townspeople that the story behind this development come to the notice of the public, she 
decided to prepare an article for publication in one of the Brisbane dailies. 
As the facts came to light, it became apparent that they did not place the State Government in a position of high regard. Steering 
clear of an 'opbionated' style, she decided to let the facts speak for themselves. Even so, the article eventually published was some-
what instructive of the nature of one of Queensland's mass-circulation newspapers, as the item below shows. 
1. THE ARTICLE AS PUBLISHED 
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FORSAYTH IS FADING AWAY 
FORSAYTH, 400 kilometres south-west of Cairns, population 50, doesn't have much going for it. 
It went off the railway map last Fri-
day wedc, most workers have left the 
town, the hotel licensee expects to be out 
ot business within a couple of weeks, 
there are barely enough duldren to keep 
the school going, ana soon there might 
not be much need tor a police station. 
And with only eight telephones as the 
link between the town and the outside 
world, people feel there is Uttle to hope 
for. 
Tha hotel lleensee, Mr, John Smith, 
rave the run-down on Fonayth yetter-
day, and sdd that, without the railwar, 
there was no lutore for the smaU caitit 
trucking town. 
He said that tbe town lost Its raU Unk 
when the Delaney Blver Bridge, dam-
aged in the December floods, finaUy col-
lapsed on January 24. 
State Cabinet decided in April to close 
the railway secUon between Forsayth 
and its nearest neighbour, EinaslelEh, 
because of the heavy cost of repairing 
the damaged Une. 
The Transport Minister (Mr. Hooper) 
said yesterday tbe Une was dosed be-
cause It was "Just not a goer." 
The estimated cost of repairs was $95,000. 
Last year $86,000 was spent on main-
taining the line, and revenue from the 
line last year was about $40,000. 
Mr. Cross, M.H.R. (Lab., Brisbane) 
said yesterday that since damase to the 
bridge and the Une was the result of 
floM, restoration would be done by the 
Federal Govemmeot 
Mr. 8mlth said he appreciated that 
the Une was uneconomical. 
He also thought that the railway was 
a service to the community, and should 
be malnti^ed as such. 
Since the railway had closed, most 
workers had left town to get other em-
ployment and he would be out of busi-
ness within a couple of weeks because of 
this. 
Tbe use of road trains bad almost 
doubled the cost of transporting stock. 
2. THE ARTICLE AS SUBMITTED 
Forsayth, a Uttle cattle-trucking town 
250 mUes west of Caims is about to die! 
It's only Unk with the east coast - the 
raUway -. has been officiaUy closed by 
the Queensland State Government. 
The town has a population of about 
SO people and consists of a cottage 
hospital (which on the average, treats 
150 patients each month), a post office, 
a primary school, a poUce station and 
one hotel. It also has large cattle-trucking 
yards which serve numerous beef prop-
erties in Gulf areas such as Georgetown, 
Croydon and Norman ton. 
In AprU this year. State Cabinet de-
cided to close the section between 
Forsayth and its nearest neighbour, 
Einaslei^, because of the heavy cost 
of repairing the damaged line. Mr 
Hooper, the Minister for Transport 
said: 
QueensUnd Railway engineers 
have estimated that it would cost 
(•-$95,000 to restore the Une which 
) ^ included the rebuUding of the 
fj (D,thney River Bridge, 
'tast'year, he.said, the raUways spent 
$85,000 m maintainmg Uie Une, but 
revenue from it amounted to only 
$40,619. The cost of repaUs plus the 
normal runningexpenses made it im-
practical to continue with the line. 
The closure wUl have a devastating 
effect on the Uves of the people who 
depend on the Unk for stocks and 
suppUes, and for transportmg their 
cattle to the markets. According to 
property owner, Mr H.B. Terry, 
Most of the residents of Forsayth 
rely to some extent on the railway 
for their tiveUhood and will be 
forced to seek employment else-
where. With regard to the trans-
portation of cattle, the Forsayth 
to Einasleigh road is most unsuit-
able for road trains. It is a dirt 
range road in poor condition. 
For the property owners, it wUl mean 
a return to droving days in order to 
get their cattle to the new raU 
terminus at Einasleigh. This could re-
sult in a big loss of condition in the 
cfittle. For the town dweUers, it wUl 
mean re-settlement in a new district; 
and loss of money. Their present assets 
such as land and homes wiU be devalued, 
because.the area does not attract resi-
dents. 
Federal money is avaUable for re-
pairs to State and semi-governmental 
flood-damaged assets. People in this 
almost isolated town want to know 
why the State Government has over-
looked this when considering re-
construction of their raU Unk. 
Mr Manfred Cross, M.H.R. took 
part in the State and Federal Govem-
ment negotiations on compensation 
for (Queensland. He claimed that 
$66,000,000 had been allocated 
for this which was the amount the 
State (iovernment had said was nec-
essary. The townspeople of Forsayth 
want to know why some of this 
money was not passed onto the raU-
ways for use on this smaU, yet vital 
Unk. 
A spokesman for the Transport 
Department said that despite this 
remittance from the Federal govern-
ment, the Cabinet decision to close 
the Une was based on the annual 
deficit of $45,000 incurred on the 
Une. 
For the State Government it is ' 
an unprofitable concem; but for the 
people of Forsayth and a large area 
of the gulf country, the mamtenace 
of this link wUI mean the contmuation 
of a service which is, at present, the 
Ufe blood of their district. 
3. COMMENT 
The gist is the same, even some of 
the paragraphs are the same - but 
why did the story on the top get pre-
cedence over the one on the bottom 
The difference is subtle, but the Sunday 
Mail version fails to express the urgency 
of the situation. Not only is a smaU 
community being threatened with 
death, but beef properties in the district 
face even greater isolation and hardship. 
PoUtical tendencies is the major prob-
lem. Because of the infamous bent to-
wards the Country and Liberal Parties, 
Tlie Sunday Mail has taken a "go-soft" 
attitude in reporting facts, which do not 
show up Bjelke-Petersen's govemment in 
a good light. 
It became evident when I was research-
ing this story that the need for reconstruct-
ion was an excuse for the govemment to 
close this raUway. When I first rang Mr 
Hooper's office, a spokesman told me 
that the cost of reconstruction plus 
the annual deficit were the reasons 
for closure. No mention was made of 
the reimbursement from the Federal 
Govemment. After speaking to Mr 
Manfred Cross (M.H.K,, Labor, Brisbane) 
and finding out the details of the Federal 
Grant, I then rang Mr Hooper's office 
once again. I was told that there was no 
guarantee that the Federal Government was 
going to pay out this money - yet, 
the closure was now based on the 
annual deficit only. I asked if prepa-
ration was being made for a road to be 
constructed in its place and respons-
ibility was then placed on the Federal 
Government's shoulders for this task. 
I did not include this in my story 
knowing the Sunday Mail would not 
accept this attitude. However, 1 did 
not expect the Ught handling that it 
finally received. The job of a large 
metropoUtan newspaper is to report 
the facts impartially yet fully. The 
RaUways Department is closing the 
Une because of the annual deficit -
the need for reconstruction (despite 
reimbursement) being the Justification 
for closure. However, this deficit is 
a poor reason for closing a line so 
vital to a large area where there is no 
altemative transport - a fact which is 
not stated m the Sunday MaU report. 
How many other articles which 
appear in this newspaper (and its 
sister publications) are not reported 
in full, thus leaving the reader with 
an mcomplete picture? A paper should 
not be uifluenced by managerial op-
inions but by the facts of a story. 
Annmaree O'Keeffe. 
PAGE 6 HUMAN 
'TREATING' HOMOSEXUALITY 
In this and succeeding issues of "Semper Floreat", CAMPUS CAMP presents 
Intellectual Poofter Bashers by Sue WUIs, reprinted from "Camp Ink" Vol 2 No.l 1. 
The article, to be presented in three instaUments, should be of special interest to 
the Psychology Department. Amongst other things, this Department - or at least 
certain "intellectual poofter bashers" in it - have highly recommended the text 
"Abnormal Psychology" by ColvUle et al. Perhaps the ugliest statement that this 
book makes on the "personaUty disorder" of homosexujdity is; 
"A note of optimism is suggested in the gradual shift of public opinion which is 
beginning to recognise the homosexual as a psychiatric rather than a criminal prob-
lem. Under the impetus of this change it can be expected that more intensive study 
of treatment possibiUties wiU take place " (p.133) 
Now read on. 
evidence of the existence of DCOK among 
primitive peoples; the anthropomorphists 
would have observed it in various animal 
species closer to or further removed from 
homo sapiens on the evolutionary scale; 
the moralists would be vociferously 
debating the dangers of letting 'there 
people' near minors; the collators of 
folk-wisdom would have collections of 
cliches concerning the 'evil-eye', and 
persons 'unable to look you in the eye'. 
INTELLECTUAL 
POOFTER BASHERS 
To caU these practices 'therapy is 
insane, fn what sense are these practices 
different from institutionalized 'poofter 
bashing' or 'corrective torture'? 
ready to roll out at the appropriate 
To concentrate one's attack on aversion moment; the parents of the DCOEs would 
therapy for homosexuals implies constantly be on the look out for those 
acceptance of the idea that if the therapy first tell tale signs; and the 'poor 
could be done in a, less unpleasant way, it unfortunates' themselves, heavUy 
would be alright. To argue over which is indoctrinated by their society into society not of deformed persons or those 
more painful - aversion therapy = physical believing in their inherent inferiority and with one blue eye and one brown, but of 
pain or psychotherapy = emotional pain - their complete moral and spiritual homosexuals. Society labels homosexuals 
also bypasses the real issue, and assumes degeneracy would be seeking ways of as 'deviants* and 'treatment' aimed at 
- coloured 'curing' - be it psychoanalysis. 
status quo of the society. The network 
of theory, research, institutions and 
roles that make up the 'behaviour 
change profession' is one of the active 
agencies by which the powers that be in 
society preserve the smooth running of 
the 'status quo'. (Winkler Paper) 
I suppose this ultimately fits in with 
what f see as the purpose t)f any 
scientific knowledge, that i.t, that we 
can control ihe area of behaviour or 
huinan behaviour, f think if we are ta 
fiave a scientific psychology we must be 
able to control human behaviour. 
{McConaghy Interview) 
Such is the position in our present day 
(Winkler Paper) 
Attempts to 'cure/treat/help' that aversion therapy, is not emotionally camouflaging 'thiir shame' 
homosexuals by 'changing' them into stressful. So too the argument over which contact lenses, dark glasses at all times, or psychotherapy, or aversion therapy - is 
heterosexuals have been going on for a long method is more effective, misses the point, walking around with their eyes shut or simply a more concentrated dose (with the 
time - the particular methods used have The real question is, of course, that even submitting themselves to 'the cure*, acquiescence and/or positive approval of 
varied with the fashionabiUty or otherwise whether we have a completely painless, There may be those who would dare to society) of the general persecution and 
of the various schools of 100% effective money-back-guaranteed argue that 'the cure' has deliterious oppression that homosexuals experience 
psychiatry/psychology at the partcular method of 'curing' homosexuaUty or not side-effects, such as bUndness, but from the daily at the hands of a society determined 
time. The psychoanalysts had a basb at us, (and we do not) why should it be used at point of view of society such trivialities to 'convince' them that they should 
then the psychotherapists and now aU? would be or marginal importance when conform to the statistical norm of 
'behaviour modification* ia aU the rage. It is 
only fairly recently that some people have 
become aware of the Implications simply 
of offering treatment to homosexuals and 
others labeUed as 'deviants* from 'accepted' 
standards of behaviour. There are three 
major areas of concern arising from the 
treatment of homosexuaUty: 
(1) The idea of forcing people to 
conform to social norms (those norms 
going for the large part, unquestioned) 
through the use of techniques which would 
not generaUy be regarded as 'legitimate' 
agents of social control; 
(2) The use of homosexuals as 'human 
guinea pigs' in research (which can only be 
said to be at an experimental stage) to 
further the pursuit of scientific knowledge; 
(3) In all the argument over the 
efficacy and the ethics of the different 
treatments, the individual homosexual is . . . . 
completely forgotten. Society has in its midst persons with compared with the prune objective of 
AU three arc obviously related, for only one blue eye and one brown eye and it also ensuring the eradication of DCOE orientation is heterosexual, 
those whom society labels as deviant, and has at its disposal a method of cure which whenever and wherever it reared its ugly 
therefore, somehow 'subhuman' can act, is completely painless (courtesy of head. Once these assumptions are accepted as 
with the blessing of society, as a ready anaesthetics) and 100% effective - you An absorb analogy? Why? It simply 'truths', heterosexuality is the norm, but 
source of 'material* on which to simply remove the person's eyes. An points to the validity of Becker's more, it becomes 'normal* and therefore 
experiment. At the same time society can extreme solution? Not really when proposition that deviance is created: "The good; and homosexuaUty becomes deviant, 
feel justified and even self-righteous about compared with the solution for central fact about deviance is that it is and therefore 'bad'; 'treatment' is made 
doing this because it is offering these homosexuaUty stUl being offered by some created by society social groups available for this • deviance and 
'misfits' an opportunity to participate in People - castration. Why in fact docs create deviance by making rules whose homosexuals, by whatever means felt 
'the good Ufe' by adjusting themselves to society not remove the eyes of those mfraction constitutes deviance, and by necessary are 'encouraged* to take up the 
societal norms. persons who have one blue eye and one applying those rules to particular people offer of'help' with appropriate gestures of 
' • ' • ' • ' •' ' • -^  brown eye? Simply because society docs . . . . From this point «f view, deviance is gratitude. 
1 • Thp PpnPi:'al Idea " ° ' '*^*' ^^*'" 'deviants*, if it did, there not a quality of the act the person 
heterosexuaUty. And the therapists actively 
participate in maintaining this 'deviant' 
status of the homosexual by their 
unthinking appUcation 
of labels, and by using arguments to 
support their claims for the''necessity of 
'treatment' which are based on 
assumptions about the nature of man. The 
main problem is that these are not seen as 
assumptions but rather as statements of 
fact. Unless two rather dubious 
assumptions about the nature of man are 
made, the argument for the necessity and 
desirability of attempting to 'cure' 
homosexuality falls rather flat. These 
assumptions are: 
(1) that there is a single 'normal' 
pattern of sexual development which 
results in a single 'normal' sexual 
orientation: 
(2) That the single 'normal* sexual 
would be a vast body of literature devoted commits, but rather a consequence of the 
,.'.,' to an examination of its causes, application by others of rules and sanctions 
Professor Lovibond, comfortably consequences, side effects etc., it would be to 'an offender'." (Becker pp 8-9) That 
cardtgened, down to earth, linows rnore ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ such as'Divergent deviance can actuaUy be created is seen 
about the dtstrubing problems of sex chromatic Occular Endowment' (DCOE); from an investigation carried out in the 
and violence than most inen. A ^^^ theologians would, by now. have United States by Freedman and Doob 
^."T".''!\:^.'JJ.^.°P"1"1^. fA^."/..!?' scoured the Bible for references to it and (Doob p 470. 
remedies - perhaps the most . •, 
quoted would be from Matthew "And if 
thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out and 
cast it from thee: for it is profitable for 
thee that one of thy members should 
perish, and not that the .whole body should 
be cast into hell"; historians would have 
suffering caused to so many individuals ,„-„- . - j 
behaviour from ! " . S .. bv their deviations in 
what society regards as acceptable. 
(Beveridge) 
Clearly, the institutions of medicine, 
science and law have combined to create 
a situation where people who are not 
acceptable to society's standards are 
Understatement of the year: / suppose 
the fact that J use aversion therapy 
seems terrible. to Jots of people. 
(McConaghyInterview) _ .-••.•• 
I think that as much as possible in one's 
writings that one should try to present 
no value judgements about 
homosexuality, but I suppose I agree 
with you that there is some implicit 
value judgement in treating 
homosexuals. (McConaghy Interview) 
Psychologists and psychiatrists Uve in, 
and are part of the sodeties in which they 
work, and are. therefore, subjected to the 
same socializatibn.pressure as regards social 
mores etc., but 
more iinportatitly, they iii'tum influence 
forced to suffer 'correction pain' for accumulated an 'overwhelming ma« of Society has labelled various groups as the values, mores, norms etc., of that 
,fc.;. , .:;,;««, nr .^.i.^ni nn.i., evidence' to show that the Ancient Greek;'deviant at different times and treatedsocicty in which" thev Uve and work. their transgressions of societal codes. 
(Winkler Paper) 
(^ AU references to Winkler Paper refer to 
a paper given by Dr Robin Winkler, 
School of AppUed Psychology, 
University of New South Wales, at 
the Camp Sex Lib Week Forum on 
'Aversion Therapy for Homosexuals' 
(McCdnaghy vs Winkler) Univenity 
of New South Wales, Saturday, 
22nd July, 1972. \ \ 
society i  hich" they ve and ork. 
and Roman societies showed evidence of them accordingly. For example, • untUtsychblogists and psychiatrists, and the 
tolerating DCOE just before they rvently, there was a San Francisco city medicai'profession in general, arc in an 
collapsed: the .medical profession would, L. Unance which read:."It shaU be unlawful extrejpely powerful positions in this regard 
have cross-indexed thousands of irrelevent for any person who is diseased^ ttiaiihed, for a variety of leason's: 
studies on DCOE with such esoteric titles mutilated or deformed as to . be, ah 
as v'The Differential RelationsHipsihetWiaeo'junsliHHi '^liVthiproper person 
Eidetic Imagery, GeorttticuRtspQtvsesuittd} in or^dft'|||fl& streets. . . / thbroughfa^ 
Divergent Chromatic Occular £ndqwirt6Db or ' public places, or to expose 
and Associated Disorders as.Measured by himself/herself, or t;is/hef injury to public 
the EGNA and TUNTIM Tests (Revised) -view." (Doob'p 47) ' 
A Survey of the .;Literature'?; the. Psychotherapy or behaviour change 
anlhropologisfs would .have searched for serves the junction of mainlining the 
^ 
. . . • . , - . .•.-. . :.:-•. , o ) 
AU references to McConaghy IntejM'ftW 
refer to an, ititerview the author had with 
Ass'oc. Prof- ,Neil' McCJonaghy at Prince 
Henry Hospital on'Thursday^ 20th April, 
1972. \ \ 
;.K. i i3ti.i.J.!i'!i'iJ'iM-i J - I - " n I ' ' I lui 
< • • • » « * • • • > 
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PART ONE 
(1) They are the ones who apply the 
label 'sick' and provide 'cures' for whatever 
they so label; 
(2) They are revered by the general 
public as experts, not only in their own 
fields of specialisation but on any topic 
under the sun. According to Congalton's 
1969 survey of status 
of occupations in Australia, the two most 
highly regarded occupations were first, 
doctors and second, university professors; 
(3) They are in direct liaison with the 
legal system - the 'official' law enforcers -
which wUl defer to the judgement, in many 
cases, of the experts in the medical 
profession. 
/ take for granted that science includes 
theory, logic, empirical study - and 
luck. J shaU insist that (1) it also 
includes social pressures, personal 
emotions and cultural predispositions; 
and (2) without them it could not exist. 
(Perry p xiii) 
If we know fully and scientifically the 
area well, then value judgements 
disappear. The more one adopts a 
scientific attitude over an area, the more 
one moves away from value judgements. 
(McConaghy Interview^ 
suppose to put it cynicaUy, in a much 
stronger position if they are having 
psychiatric treatment than if they are not 
doing anything about it, so they can say 
when they go along to Court that they are 
having treatment, and they would have a 
much bettcif chance which is true, of not 
being convicted." (McConaghy Interview); 
(4) The whole medical profession, is 
surrounded by an aura of noble intentions 
and dedication to humanity and is not seen 
as an agency for social control. No one, it 
is argued, can be forced to submit 
themselves to treatment - it is up to the 
individual to make up his or her own mind. 
My opinion is that I hope society's 
attitude wiU change rapidly enough so 
people don't have to do these kinds of 
things, or wiU develop better technqiues 
of doing them AU psychiatry 
and psychology is based on 
understanding and controlling human 
behaviour. (McConaghy Interview) 
The availability of an effective means of 
changing homosexuals to heterosexuals 
does not mean that it ought to be used 
(Winkler Paper) 
I do think that at the moment that 
Magistrates would be more likely to 
appeal to this kind of treatment which 
is effective, than say if the patient said 
he was having psychotherapy, or 
something of that sort because f 
suppose I think that this treatment does 
do something, whereas no one really 
knows very much about psychotherapy 
in terms of the average patient. 
(McConaghy Interview) 
Though at foUow-up only seven patients 
in the present study (of 40) considered 
that their sexual orientation had 
changed from predominanently 
homosexual to predominantly 
heterosexual Of the 35 whose 
subject reports were accepted at follow 
up, 10 patients showed marked, 15 
some and 10 no improvement. 
(McConaghy 1970 p 560) 
Q: What is the chance of the patient 
lying? McConaghy: You would think, at 
a conscious level - some; and at an 
unconscious level - a tot. (McConaghy 
Interview) 
One of the major malpractices of our 
era consists of the engineering of 
consent. (Pappworth p 233) 
I think the only type of patients to have 
are voluntary patients. (McConaghy 
Interview) 
No pain or treatment is ever adminis-
tered to any person without Iheir total 
agreement. Lovibond in Beveridge) 
In what meaningful sense of the world 
'voluntary' can you argue tbat people, 
pressurised directly by their families and 
friends and indirectly by society in its 
almost total condemnation of 
homosexuality, 'voluntarily' submit 
themselves to this painful treatment? If 
homosexuality were accepted as an 
equally valid life style as 
heterosexuality, if it were accepted as 
being as equally unimportant as being 
left handed of having blue eyes instead 
of brown, how many homosexuals 
would 'volunteer' for aversion therapy. 
(Letter to Editor of Australian 28/8/72) 
2: Aversion Therapy 
It does seem to me possible that there 
may be something biologically 
disturbing to people, but they wiU 
always need to have strong feelings 
against homosexuaUty and that sort of 
thing. I don't think that there has ever 
been a society where it has turned out 
that homosexuality has ever been seen 
as something other than a bad thing or 
at least a contemptible thing or a 
laughable thing. (McConaghy Interview) 
In a recent survey of anthropoligical 
Uterature the investigators Ford and 
Beach found that in 49 out of 76 (that 
is, 64%) of the primiti. e societies about 
which information was available some 
form of homosexual activity was 
considered normal and acceptable. In 
some societies male homosexuaUty was 
universal. (Westp 17) 
Conditioning therapy is based 
completely on the work of Pavlov and 
Bekhterev and the developments of their 
associates • and followers. Ivan Petrovich 
Pavlov (1894 - 1936) experimented with therapy for homosexuals works by 
dogs. He observed that dogs saUvated at the reducing sexuality in general rather than 
sight of a piece of bread - which it was homosexuaUty in • particular, is also 
later aUowed to eat. He extended the idea discounted by McConaghy — "OriginaUy I 
by showing the dog the piece of bread and put it up that the total sexuaUty was 
simultaneously startmg a metronome reduced by the treatment but that doesn't 
ticking. After a series of runs, pairing the seem to be the case." (McConaghy 
sound of the metronome with the sight of Interview) 
the bread, he was able to make the dog (3j Eysenck has argued that "a high 
salivate to the sound of the metronome. degree of neuroticism usuaUy leads to a 
It is not necessary for the Courts to 
directly refer people for treatment, for the 
entire system itself encourages it - "Their 
soUcitors would say that they are, I 
By and large, the general pubUc is 
unaware of the impUcations for itself of 
these far more subtle techniques of 
attempting to 'persuade' deviants to 
conform - and so long as the techniques 
are appUed to homosexuals, they don't 
care. They wiU become indiignant when 
they read how poUtical prisoners are 
committed to mental asylums in Russia for 
're-education'; they wiU be horrified about 
the brainwashing techniques employed by 
the Communist Chinese on those who 
'deviate' from the party Une - and yet 
they cannot and/or wUl not see that 
behaviour modification for deviants in 
AustraUa could be the thin edge of the 
wedge that leads to OrweU's 1984. 
against moral persecutbn' 
CAMPUS CAMP, a homosexual rights group of almost two hundred members, was 
established in early 1973 and has been recognised and granted affUitation by the Univ-
ersity of Queensland Union. Oui constitutional ahns are: 
(a) to promote the interests and welfare of homosexuals, both male and female, 
among the staff and students of the University of Queensland and to act in Uaison with 
similar groups at other tertiary institutions. 
(b) to take part in the campaign for absolute equaUty at law between homosexuals 
and heterosexuals, and in Uie campaign against aU forms of legal and social discrimin-
ation against homosexuals. 
(c) to provide a counseUing seivice for the aUeviation of the problems encountered by 
homosexual students, both male and female, 
(d) to provide a social outlet for homosexual members of the University community. 
Te) to educate the community at large regarding homosexuaUty, the situation of 
male and female homosexuals, and the wider issues connected with sexual liberation. 
" Anyone interested in furthering these aims, or who wants to find out more about 
CAMPUS CAMP, is uiged to write to CAMPIJS CAMP, c/- Union Office, Univeraity 
of Queensland, St. Luda, 4067. 
VladamirBekhtercv(18S7-1927) worked condition in which symptoms may be 
with goats m studying association-reflexes. ^o„„ed rather than abolished through 
He was able to induce the goat to twitch the use of aversion techniques". And there 
and withdraw his leg by delivering an gppgajs j ^ ^e a good case for arguing that 
electric shock to the leg via an attached homosexuals who seek treatment may be 
electrode. He also went further by painng jather anxious individuals. McConaghy 
the metronome with the dehvcry of the ^^^ jhat he has not found this to be the 
shock and was able to induce the goat to ^^ (Eysenck quoted in Thorpe et al p 
twitch and withdraw the leg simply by -72) 
starting the metronome Hcking. (4) jhe side effects of aversion 
Such were the begmmngs of behaviour iherapy: 
modification therapy in general and _ fhorpe et al reported that their 
aversion therapy for homosexual in homosexual patients after aversion - relief 
particular. Today the subjects are 'deviant' {herapy became hostile and aggressive in 
humans - homosexuals, drug takers, their atUtudes towards homosexuals, i.e., 
alcohoUcs etc - and the techniques are the poofters became poofter-bashers, 
more sophisticated. (perfect re-socialization?) One reported "I 
For homosexuals the procedure is never think about homosexuals now and 
basicaUy as foUows: the person is asked to when I meet one, aU I feel is aggression and 
rank in order of attractiveness a series of disgust"; another that he found thinking 
sUdes of clothed and naked men (least about homosexuals "frightening and 
attractive used first) and women (most sickening" (Thorpe et al pp 75 - 75) 
attractive used first); the level of shock (30 McConaghy claims that with his patients 
- 140 volts) is set by the therapists; the this has not happened, 
male sUde. is shown and on some occasions, _ for the individuals who have had it, 
if he turns it off quickly he wUl avoid one man had been given aversion therapy 
shock and on other occasions (he not y^ the Nazis during the Second World War 
knowing which) he wUlget a shockassoon 3^^ ^y„ si^ce, whenever he says or heara 
as the shdes comes on and if he turns the the word homosexuals, he breaks into tears 
dide off. the shock stops; whenever he ^^ ^ ^^n^t speak about it without crying; 
turns the male slide off to stop the shock, another was left, with aversion therapy, 
the slide of the female cornes on The ^^^ his homosexuality in tact but he 
shocks are ddwered through electrodes ^^^ ^ trembling hand and a twitching 
attached to the fingers and a penUc ^ j^j, 
plethysmograph is attached to the penis to , . .. .^  • t. 
record the level of arousal produced by the These are some of the individuals who, 
sUdes. fo"" 'he most part, go unreported in the 
Some of tho problems associated, with '»lera("''e 
aversion therapy can be briefly listed: 
(1) SUdes of nude males shown in a 
laboratory .setting are symbolic 
representations only of actual behaviour and 
so the learned aversion is supposed to 
generalize to fully clothed males in the 
'real* world. The suggestion tbat the 
patient may learn an avenive response to 
nudity per ae is discounted by McConaghy 
who argues that patients respond to the 
sexuaUy arousing properties of the slide 
rather than the nude properties; 
(2) The suggestion that aversion 
oontiaoed next issue 
^ ^ ^ * i ^ 
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SERVING WINE 
1. GLASSWARE 
Two of the joys of the appreciation 
of wine are the colour and bouquet of the 
wine. Hence, glassware should be chosen 
to highUght these features i.e. glasses 
should be plain, stemmed and clear. 
Coloured glasses or glassware with patterns, 
no matter how decorative, should not be 
purchased. 
In addiUon, a good wine glass should 
be tuUp-shaped or at least have a bulb at 
the bottom, closing up at the top so as to 
seal in the bouquet and aroma of the wine 
A ^ ass should not be fiUed to the 
brim with the wine as this leaves no room 
for your nose. It should be approximately 
half-full. Also, the gjass should be held by 
its stem so as not to interfere with the 
temperature of the wine. 
We now come to the so-caUed "cham-
pagne glasses" i.e. the flat saucer^shaped 
glasses used by almost everybody when 
serving sparkling wines. If you happen to 
have any in your cupboard, my advice is to 
get rid of them as soon as possible (give 
them to an uninformed friend). 
The whole purpose of drinkmg cham-
pagne is to enjoy the effervescence of 
flavour on the tongue produced by the 
thousands of tiny bubbles lovingly 
developed over a considerable number 
of years. 
The saucer-shaped glasses obUgingly 
dissipate the bubbles in a matter of a 
few seconds and you are then usuaUy 
left with a flat and quite inexpensive 
base wine. In the words of Len Evans: 
"diampagne is a classic wine, and should 
be dnmk classicaUy .... slowly, apprec-
iatively, from long-stem tuUp shaped 
glasses that retain the aroma and flavour, 
and let the bubbles ride gently to the 
surface". 
TO SUM UP -
AU you reaUy need are 2 types of 
glass (iUustrated) which wiU be suitable 
for aU occasions. 
2. SEDIMENT 
Most wine (especiaUy red wine) as-
it ages throws.a crust or black deposits 
known as sediment. I must impress upon 
you that sediment in wine is harmless and 
natural. What's more, it is beneficial. It 
does, however, interfere with the clarity 
and finesse of the wine and for this 
reason it is desirable that the sediment is 
removed before the wine is consumed. 
SETTLING THE WINE 
If you have been storing your wines 
correctly, the bottles wiU have been 
stored on their side. When you are ready 
to drink a particular bottle, take it from 
your ceUar (if you have one) and store 
it upright for at least 24 hours before 
openmg it. This aUows the sediment to 
graduaUy settle to the bottom of the 
bottle. 
SUITABLE FOR ALL 
.TYPES OF RED, WHITE 
AND FORTIFIED WINES 
AND 
CHAMPAGNE 
GLASS 
LIVING WITH WINE 
len sorbello 
DECANTING 
Firstly, you'U have to acquire a 
decanter or a carafe (those Orlando 
I Utre carafes, after you've finished the 
wine, are ideal). Next, draw the cork 
from the bottle gently. Then, pour the 
wine from the bottle into the decanter 
slowly and carefuUy as you reach the 
bottom of the bottle, hold a Ughted 
match under the neck of the bottle and 
when the first deposits of sediment 
reach the neck of the bottle, stop 
pouring. 
CORKSCREWS 
I am not going to recommend any 
particularcorkscrewsto you as in the 
past week, I had the unusal distinction 
of breaking the three corkscrews (three 
different types) 1 had in my possession. 
I'm afraid it's a matter of personal 
trial, error and frustration. 
Remember, however, whatever cork-
screw you use, try to disturb the wine 
as Uttle as possible as you do the bottle 
with the cork. 
BREATHING 
1 cannot stress the importance of 
aUowing a wine to breathe before 
serving it. This appUes equaUy to red 
and white wine. You should draw the 
cork from the bottle (and decant if 
necessary) some time prior to drinking 
the contents. This has the effect of 
removing any bottle stink and aUows the 
more complex and subtle grape flavours 
to appear. 
BREATHING TIMES 
Young Reds (up to 3 years old) - I to 1 % 
Old Reds - 1 hour 
Whites - Vihour 
KEEPING QUALITIES OF WINE 
Fortified Wines (e.g. sherries, ports) and 
Brandy wiU last for months once opened. 
Flagon red or white table wine - up to 
3 days in the fridge. 
26oz bottles of red or white table wine • 
should be drunk immediately after its 
appropriate breathing time; these wiU 
not keep. 
3. TEMPERATURE 
Let's kUl the myth that red wine 
should be served at "room temperature" 
once and for aU! The stupidity of this 
practice in our hot Queensland climate 
ne^r.ceases to ama^ me. 
This "rule" originated in Europe when 
"room temperature" meant "ceUar 
temperature" i.e. 18.3 deg.c. or 65 deg.f. 
This is, in fact, the temperature at which 
red wine should be served, even if during 
summer it means keeping the bottle in 
the fridge for ^ hour longer before serving 
the wine. 
RECOMMENDED TEMPERATURES 
hrs_ 
Sparking 
Sparkling Wines 
Dry Sherries 
White Wine and Rose 
Red Wines, Ports and 
Sweet Sherries 
- 7 deg.c. (45 deg.f.) 
-10deg.c.(50 deg.f.) 
-12-13 deg.c.(55deg.f.) 
•18.3deg.c.(65deg.f.) 
G.K. CYCLE CENTRE 
ten minutes from Garden City 
corner Pacific Highway and Kingston Road 
Slacks Creek 
ENQUIRIES: 406113 
GET YOURSELF OUT OF THOSE TRAFFIC JAMS 
WITH A KAWASAKI FROM THE G.K. CYCLE CENTRE 
simply present your student card 
for 
a discount on your purchase, 
a discount on accessories. 
not to mention 
two free services 
with your purchased bike. 
QUEENSLAND UNIVERSITY MUSICAL SOCIETY 
CONDUCTED BY JOHN NICKSON 
with Yvonne Thelwell (Soprano), Margaret Russell (Alto). Sydney 
Paterson (Tenor), Arthur Johnston (Bass) and John Le^att (Harpsichord) 
Presents a Concert 
in Mayne Hall on Friday, 14th June at 8.15 p.m. 
WORKS Bach 
Howells 
Mozart -
Montev«'di-
Stanford-
Harpslchord concerto In F 
'Take Him Earth for Cherishing" (first Australian 
performance of a motet dedicated to the memory of 
John F. Kennedy) 
Missa Brevisin F 
Mass for Four Voices (1651) 
Three Motets 
FREE LEGAL AID 
Through the Public Rights Committee the Union now employs a 
solicitor for its free legal aid service. People in need of legal advice 
should complete the forms at Union Office and should state the 
need to see the Solicitor personally otherwise the matter in question 
will be handled solely by him. 
The SoUcitor operates on Fridays from 2.00 p.m. onwards in the 
Honorary Treasurers office. Appointments to see him can be made , 
at Union Office. | 
Authorised by 
Dale Martin, 
CSiairman, 
PUBLIC RIGHTS COMMITTEE. 
ON CAMPUS PAGE t l 
ACGOMODMION 
In March this year, the University incorporated a company entitled 
"University of Queensland Housing Limited". To date, its activities 
have proceeded rapidly along fhe Unes of its objects - to provide 
relatively cheap, close, modern student accommodation. 
OBJECTS: 
Students require speciaUsed accomm-
odation. It is the intent of the company 
to provide this. The company is solely 
concerned with offering non-coUegiate 
(i.e. flat) type housing within a close 
distance of the campus. By not setting 
out to develop for a profit the rents 
charged should be quite reasonable, 
especiaUy when transport costs to and 
from campus are virtuaUy eliminated. 
Furthermore, it offers the student 
independence which appears to be the 
trend of recent student accommodation 
needs. More importants, it offers the 
type of accommodation that a student 
needs, a community of interest and in 
modem surroundings. 
COMPOSITION: 
At present, there is a general member-
ship of eleven, including six directors. 
AU directors are nominated by the 
Senate. They are: 
Chairman: 
Deputy 
Ch 
L.J. McCray (Senator, 
Company clirector) 
lairman: K.D. Morris (Company 
Director, Building Con-
tractor) 
Directors: I.E. Ritchie (Deputy 
Vice-Chancellor, Fabric 
and Finance) 
A.R. White (Real estate) 
Dr A.G. Kenwood (Senior 
Lecturer, Dept. of 
Economics) 
A.G. Whiting (Union 
Accommodation, and 
Housing Committee) 
Mre G. Butz-Olsen. 
(Principal, Womens 
CoUege) 
Dr John Atherton (Reader 
Dept. of Microbiology) 
Dr BUI Thiele (CounseUing 
Services) 
Dr H.Roberts (Retired 
Senator) 
BUI Munro (Chairman 
Union Accommodation 
and Housing Committee) 
Obviously the above persons, especiaUy 
the dbectors can aU provide some 
necessary field of expertise of use to 
the company. That the Board is so 
composed has shown so far to be of 
extreme advantage in deciding where 
to buUd, how to buUd and considering 
the costs involved. 
It is expected the directors wiU 
appoint another director, from some 
specialised area, and Senate v ^ appoint 
another member who, hopefuUy, should 
be a student. 
PROGRESS 
Even though the company has only 
been incorporated for two months, 
progress has been rapid. Already on the 
Company's recommendation, tne Uni-
versity has purchased 2 blocks of land 
m Mitre and Brisbane Streets, St Lucia 
Oust off Sir Fred SchoneU Drive). Pur-
chase of an adjoining block seems cer-
tain with the result that the company 
wUl soon control 114 perches of land 
aU in the one block, between the two 
above streets. 
An architect experienced m the 
type of accommooation required 
has already been engaged and the 
initial drawings for the above block 
have been prepared. 
In order to gauge student demand 
for volume and type of accommodation 
the company through the University 
Administration and the Union, under-
took a student survey in the last week 
preceeding the mid-semester break. 
iSome 7,500 students fiUed in the 
questionnaire which wiU be vital to 
long term planning. 
THE MITRE-BRISBANE 
STREET PROJECT 
This first project would house 81 
students, in three separate buUdings 
of three floors each. Students womd 
be in units of 1, 2 or 4 study/bedrooms. 
Late April in the Katmandu VaUey, Nepal 
each unit having its own kitchen, 
lounge and bathroom facUities. 
At this stage, it is impossible to 
say when the proiect will begin, 
but company and Union intentions 
are tiiat it should be as soon as . 
possible, since the accommodation 
shortage is worsening every year. 
THE FUTURE 
Since the design for the project 
at Mitre Street is for three separate 
buUdings, it would be possible to 
anange sinular, single buUdings in 
any multiple on svdtable aUotments 
in nearby areas. 
Whether or not this is done wUl 
obviously depend on student demand. 
PHOTO: GREG PERRY 
economic feasibUity and the success 
or otherwise of the .Mitre Street pro-
ject. 
.At the moment, the critical need 
is to "sell" the idea to the AustraUan 
Universities Comnussion in the hope 
of obtaining grants similar to those 
obtained for the projects at other 
AustraUan Universities. Success in 
this step may weU have two vital con-
sequences for the student searching 
for good accommodation - an early 
Stan to Uie project and a reasonable 
rental when it is in operation. 
Alan Whiting 
BiU Munro 
Semper Floreat 
is not the Courier! 
Mail.,. 
but then 
it doesn't pretend 
to be. 
mm* 
PEOPLES BOOKSHOP 
291 ST PAULSTERRACE 
VALLEY 4006 
PHONE 522929 
INSPECT OUR STOCKS OF 
WORKS OF MARX,ENGELS,LENIN TROTSKY 
ANTONIO GRAMSCI and the orighis 
of ItaUan Communism - John Cammett 
52.95 
MARX'S THEORY OF ALIENATION 
• I. Meszaros 
$3.25 
FROM TWEEDLEDUM TO TWEEDLE 
• Robert Catley and Bruce McFarlane -
a critique of the Labor Government. 
$3-25 
MANY PERIODICALS INCLUDING 
AustraUan Left Review • Praxis - Eco-Info 
Intervention • Grassroots • Comprehensive 
stocks of womens liberation material. 
LOOK OVER OUR CONSERVATION CORNER 
lO^DISCOUNT 
TO ALL UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
YOUR JEAN AND GEAR CENTRE ALBERT STREET, BRISBANE (Oppositt Uw Pwilion) 
INDOOROOPILLY SHOPPINGTOWN 
ELECTORAL POLITICS 
NEVER HAVE SO FEW CONFUSED SO MANY BECAUSE OF SO LITTLE 
In the weeks' immediately before the elections the poUtical 'experts' showed again 
that they are not worthy of their fancy title of Psephologists. 
In retrospect, the opinion polls were 
tolerably accurate. The A.N.O.P. revealed 
its usual pro-Labor bias while the GaUup 
PoU as usual was more accurate. What was 
totaUy inaccurate was the opinon of the 
THE POLITICIANS PLAYING 
LIKE CHILDREN 
'experts". They seemed unaware of 
previous election results which showed 
that the Polls were predicting a return of 
the Labor Govemment with much the 
same majority. 
The clearest example of this was in the 
TaUy Room on election night. With one 
tenth of the votes counted, the experts 
proclaimed a Labor vrin. After twenty 
percent, the prediction was for much the 
same majority. With scarcely one third 
of the votes in. Labor was assured of a 
thirteen seat majority!! 
Never in any felection before have the 
few "experts" confused so many of the 
AustraUan pubUc with wild imaginations 
let loose on the basis of a few votes. 
The Treasurer, Mr. Crean, said that 
night that opinion poUs should be banned 
but his understandable dismay was mis-
directed . 
It is the biased predicUons of 'experts' 
such as Malcolm Mackerras and his three 
wise monkeys that misled voters and 
poUtfeiabs aUkp. 
f\aW^ t))at counting is flnished we are 
being told by flie experts'where the pol-
iticians went wrong. Perhaps they should 
tell us why Uiey went wrong. 
BUI Abrahams. 
Sgme children were playing beside 
a river. They made castles of sand 
and each cmld defended his castle and 
said, "This one is mind." They kept 
their castles separate and would not 
allow any mistakes about which was 
whose. When the castles were all 
finislied. one chUd kicked over some-
one else s casfle and completely des-
troyed it. The owner of tne castle 
flew into a rage, puUed the other 
child's hair, struck him with his fist. 
and bawled out,"He has spoUt my 
castle. Come along all of you and 
help me to punish him as he deserves." 
The others aU came to help. They 
beat the chUd with a stick and then 
stamped on him as he lay on the 
ground....Then they went on playing 
in their sandcastles, each saying,' This 
is mme; no one else may have it. 
Keep away. Don't touch my castle." 
But evening came; it was getting 
dark and they aU thought they ought 
to be going home. No one now cared 
what became of his catle. One child 
stamped on his, another pushed his 
over with both hands. Then they 
turned away and went back, each 
to his home. 
Source: Vo8*on Bhumi Sutra Ch IV, Tn 
in 284 A.D. (Takakusa XV, 211) 
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IS: 
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semper 
pretending 
to be? 
Careers in 
Veterinary Science 
The Department of Primary Industry has vacancies throughout Australia for qualified 
Veterinarians to control and supervise all Inspection activities connected with the export oi meat and 
meat products. 
Vacancies exist for appointment as Veterinary Officers Class 1. Typical duties are to perform 
veterinary inspection activities at a large export abattoir under general direction or direct and perform 
Ihese duties at a smalt export abattoir. 
A Veterinarian In tho Department of Primary Industry supervises ante and post-mortem 
Inspection of livestock presented for slaughter, Implements required hygienic dressing techniques and 
is responsible for the maintenance of hygienic standards throughout the establishment, as well as 
supervising boning, packing, freezing and other methods of preservation ot meat lor export. 
Provision Is made for on-Job training. Opportunities also exist for selected officers to undertai<e 
post-graduate training and to be seconded to other professional positions connected with ihe meat 
export industry. 
SAURY: The salary range for Veterinary Officer Class 1 is $7,670-$11,480. 
Opportunities exist for advancement to Veterinary Officer Class 2 ($11,925-$13,260). Veterinary 
Oincer Class 3 ($t3,e6Q-$14,340), Veterinary Officer Class 4 ($14,e20-$15,420), Veterinary Officer Class S 
($16,380) and to senior administrative positions. 
QUALIFICATIONS: A degree in Veterinary Science or Veterinary Medicine or equivalent qualification. 
C0NDITIOK8: 
• Four weeks' annual recreation leave plus leave bonus payments. 
• Accumulative sick leave and long service leave. 
•.Permanont appointment with Superannuation Benefits. 
For further Information and application forms contact: Mr. JAMES STEWART, Department of 
Primary industry. Canberra, A.C.T. 2600. 
Applications on the form available from the person above should be forwarded as soon as 
possible to the Recniitment Officer (Veterinary), Department of Primary Industry, Canberra, A.C.T. 2600, 
r^e^tfrtow^. 
Twellfcli 
Theatre 
book now! 
'THE HOT L BALTIMORE' 
( PREVIEWS SOLD OUT!) 
OPENING JULY STH 
BOOKINGS: TEL. 52 5889 AFTER 10 AM. 
the twelfth night theatre 
IN ASSOCIATION WITH 
harry m. miller 
PRESENTS 
NF I BOUGHT HER 
THE 
woor 
BY GORDON DRYLAND 
DIRECTED BY ALEXANDER HAY 
TUESDAYTO FRIDAY. 8.15 PM 
SATURDAY, 5 PM & 8.30 PM 
CHEAPSEATS ON TUESDAYS 
STUDENT CONCESSIONS 
YOUTH MEMBERSHIPrlO TICKETS FOR $7:00 
(ALL STUDENTS) 
Thursday 20th June 8 p.m. ^ > 
SOCIAL SCIENCE BLDG LG#^^ 
ORTRUNZUBER ^ ^ ^ 
talks a W t '•^^•'^ 
'Teaching by Video Tape' 
with 
Illustrations from the Series of 
German TV fUnu she is produc-
tag;- •: . o - ' •:: -^^  
THEATRE PACE 13 
AT THE GALLERY 
The other night 1 took myself over to Jordan Terrace, Bowen Hills, to see what 
Brisbane's newest theatre had to offer. After the show I trundled downstairs to talk 
to Ken Kennett and Arthur Frame who created the Gallery Theatre. 
Their first production "Here We Are" opened on the 23td April and will run until 
the 9th June. It's a slick enteilaining revue and may be extended. Arthur was lurldng 
among people at a party booking supper and he commented on the diow, "We keep 
on taking things out and adding things....! think it's more a young people's show rea 
He looked around at the people drink-
really' 
ing coffee, "we're tryog to get people to 
stay afterwards. We always have coffee 
and cheese cake after the show. We don't 
want people to just hop in their cars and 
drive off...we want to continue the ex-
perience." 
As the last of the party booking filed 
out the door, Ken Kennett sauntered up 
to us to have a chat. They've been getting 
reasonable audiences, "but we are wanting 
to reach more young peop!e....we want to 
do more avant garde stuff, but not too 
avant garde. It nas to be commercial, you 
know*^  
They offer student concessions but 
because they're so near Twelfth Night and 
the Ascot-Hamilton area, they're worried 
that students might not bother to cross 
town, "elbow in with the woman in furs... 
we want to reach a cross section....we 
want to play to the sort of audiences that 
Nimrod Street in Sydney get." 
A production of Peter Whitehead's 
"Alpha Beta" is planned for later in the 
year and "Phar Lap" a new play Michael 
Boddy has written especially for the 
Gallery is scheduled also for this year. 
They produced another Michael 
Boddy's plays, "Hamlet On Ice" last 
year in the Cement Box. It was booked 
out almost every night and a lot of people 
have asked them to do it again. They 
want to put it on again but this time 
in their own theatre. 
Neitiier Ken nor Arthur are strangers 
to-Brisbane Theatre. 
Arthur started out with an Ipswich 
Children's Theatre. He worked for some-
tune as a radio announcer and copy-
writer then went to Twelfth Night. He 
has since worked with the Playhouse in 
Perth and has been both a stage director 
and actor with The Hole in the Wall and at 
the University in Western Australia. Back 
in Brisbane again he performed at the 
Living Room. 
Ken trained for some time in London. 
He has done a lot of work in Rockhampton 
and in Brisbane. Much of his work has 
also been with children's theatre and he 
has directed a number of very successful 
children's shows including the popular 
Heidi series. 
A couple of far-sighted young men, 
Ken and Arthur even have an actors' 
agency although as yet Brisbane theatres 
do not usually use agents for obtaining 
local actors. Both Ken and Arthtir have 
worked as actors with the Queensland 
Theatre Company andit was while work-
ing there that they decided to form their 
own theatre. 
"Ken and I did it completely on our 
own with our own money...people in 
Brisbane theatre keep on bitching but 
won't get up and do something". 
The State Govemment came good 
with a princely $200 grant (niakes one 
wonder how serious mey are about 
curbing inflationary government spend-
ABOVE, FROM LEFT, Arthur Frame, Ken Kennett. 
"It works very well because it's desired by actors and not by architects". 
ing). Ken said that they're hoping for 
a Commonwealth grant. 
"We want to do everything we're 
capable of doing that other theatres 
aren't doing", said Arthur. "We're 
the only professional intimate theatre 
in Queejisland ...we hope to supply 
something that Brisbane is lacking." 
"I think" said Ken, "the work we'U 
do will entertain that's our prime 
concem". 
As Arthur put it, their continued ex-
istence is up to Brisbane audiences."It 
depends very much on what support we get 
if they don't like us that's it. We close". 
Eventually they want to have two 
plays going at once and play them in 
repertory though "Sve're not going to 
be a repertory company to start with''. 
They also want to go into the schools ' 
and have workshops. "We've sounded 
out the Education Department and they 
seem quite happy about children's prod-
uctions and workshops being planned. 
At the moment, however, these plans 
will have to wait until the theatre has been 
going a while longer and money is less of 
a problem. 
Arthur had been eyeing off the chicken 
fricasse leftovers from the party boolcing 
supper. He looked up to add a word about 
the precarious financial situation, "we 
tried washing the paper cups but found the 
wax melted - no! don't print that or we'll 
have the health inspectors out here". 
"People will know it's a joke," I 
assured him. He seemed mollified but 
uncertain. Apparently he didn't have too 
much faith in the council's sense of humour. 
As the conversation steered toward discuss-
ion of the building. Ken and Arthur started 
twitching in a paranoid fashion whenever 
the Brisbane City Council was mentioned. 
The theatre building is leased from 
a Brisbane syndicate. It's 
a big old wooden home with beautiful 
terraced gardens and they hope the Queens-
land Sculpture Society will display some 
pieces hi the grounds. If the Council have 
their way this will be difficult, "we're 
still fighting the council who want us to 
rip up the front for off-the-street parking. 
We've done umpteen submissions...there's 
one going through now." 
As it now stands the outside of the 
building has scarcely been altered. The 
inside has had walls knocked out to prov-
ide a stage, dressing-rooms, storage space, 
and seating for an, audience of about ISO. 
"Every inch upstairs is being used. 
It's designed that way", said Arthur. "A 
hell of a lot of thought has gone into it 
and it works very well because it's designed 
by actors and not by architects or anything". 
But to actually convert the house into a 
theatre has taken a lot of patience and 
effort, "there were council men every-
where, one checking out height here, 
another checking something else there". 
"Steps of nine inches instead of ten, 
all sorts of funny things", said Arthur. 
"We found the place last July, but we've 
had long hold ups. We finally got the 
approval to buildlast September and it's 
taken us six months. My father did most 
of the building...when the place was being 
built other actors came over to help". 
In the end. Ken and Arthur see the 
Theatre as being basicaUy theirs. Ken 
said, "The Arts Council didn't quite agree 
with our constitution...could you imagine 
tiying to make decisions with a committee 
f ten people. We have total say at the 
moment...we'll probably go more public 
later but right now there's only two of us, 
and we make the decisions. If we go kufutt, 
wegokufutt". 
Whether the theatre does become a 
success or not remains to be seen. A lot 
depends on the productions they do. But 
the theatre itself has enormous potential 
as an intimate theatre. It will be interesting 
to see if it does become Brisbane's answer 
to Nimrod Street. 
Janet Mahoney. 
Brisbane's Own Live 
•mi 
REVUE 
l i t , , ( ' ! ; ; ll^i' , . ' i i i l i . ' ru : . \ i ^^ 
I ir th.. ,n'.l..'. ;l\ II ' l i i 'v l i <»!f\ Ji 
15 Jnr4^Torr.ici 
: Bowen Hiils 
Phon.,':!32 2'',G[) 
A H 91 t570.T,-
BUSINESS, PHONE CALLS & SECRETARIAL 
SERVICES 
Specialising in all classes of: 
Typing 
Duplicating 
Telephone Answering 
If you need typmg and/or duplicating for assignments 
and theses, 
PHONE 57-1896 
UNI. FILM GROUP 
Presents 
Antonioni's "RED DESERT". 
This members' screening wUl be 
preceded by a SPECIAL GENERAL 
MEETING to discuss recent moves 
by the UNION which virtually 
spell the end to student participation 
in film screenings. ALL STUDENTS 
interested in the future of fihn 
screenings on this campus are invited. 
3CH0NELL THEATRE MONDAY 17th June 
' " • " ' ^ • - - ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • ^ • ^ • - - ^ ^ 
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MUSIC RECORDS 
THE SMETANA QUARTET 
MUSICA VIVA 
This group of Czech string musicians 
has been in existence since 1945, and its 
present members have been together for 
the last eighteen years. This fact, coupled 
with each players individual brilliance, leads 
to an understanding of the magnificent 
standard that the Quartet achieved in its 
concert last month. Their tone was infin-
itely varied and their rapport flawless -
the music exhibited the precision of the 
Eastern European musical tradition but 
nevertheless still displayed great vitality 
and an exuberant sense of life. 
The Smetana Quartet played works 
by Beethoven, Dvorak and Janacek and any 
criticism of their performance could only 
be academic. Perhaps, though, further 
commendation could be added for the 
interpretation of Janacek's "hitimate 
Letters". The work has a tendency to be 
somewhat fragmented, but in the perform-
ance it became totally integrated and 
meaningful. 
"A good string quartet is a well-rehears-
PURE MONK 
Thebnius Monk 
MILESTONE thru FESTIVAL 
This set of two recordings is a roughly 
chronological collection of releases of 
Thelonius Monk, recorded between 
1955 and 1959. The numbers are all 
solo Monk playing his distinctive solo 
piano. 
edlone. A real string quartet has re-developed If you are a McCurdy fan, then you 
spontaneity through study rather than per-
fection through rehearsal, the aim being 
musical music-maicing to which performance 
remains incidental We find in the 
Smetana Quartet one of the very, very few 
modem quartets that are real as well as 
good". (Hans Keller-, BBC, London, quoted 
in programme notes) 
D.R.B. 
SMETANA QUARTET 
All on Sutfaphon label — $3.50 each 
1. BEETHOVEN ^ ^ „ 
Ouartet In E lial malor, Op. 127 
Quartet, Op. 133 (Grosso Fuge) 
2. BEETHOVEN 
HAYON 
3. PBOKOVIEV 
Quarlel In 
No. 3 
C major. Opus 59 
Quartet 
103 
in B Hat major. Opus 
SHOSTAKOVICH 
Quartet No. 
SO 
Quartet No. 
73 
1 In B minor, Op. 
3 In F major. Op. 
4. SMETANA 
S. DVORAK 
Quartet In E 
("From My 
In D. minor, 
minor. 
Life"). 
No. 2 
No. 1. 
Quartet 
have probably heard most of these before. 
Nevertheless, the two records are still a 
good set to add to a jazz collection and 
reasonably priced at $7.95 
Most ot the tracks are relaxed, mod-
erate to slow tempo versions of old 
standards such as "Memories of You", 
"April in Paris", "I'm Getting Senti-
mental Over You". There is a good 
general mixture of blues/jazz including 
some of Monk's own compositions. 
The recordings should appeal to a 
wide range of musical interests, however 
it is primarily a collector's item in the 
sense that it co-ordinates Monk's works 
over a number of years. Nevertheless, I 
would recommend it to anyone seeking 
something musically interesting, where 
one wants.to hear every note, every rhyth-
mic variation, understand every melodic 
experiment. 
The mood of the music is pleasantly 
reflective as suggested by the last track 
in the set "Reflections". 
Mick Wilson 
Quartet In B minor, Op. 34 
THE DON BURROWS QUARTET 
Brisbane heard Don Burrows live for 
the first time on Friday May 17 - and the 
concert exceeded expectations. UntU now, 
the only experience that Brisbanites have 
had of the Quartet has been through eit-
her Eric Child's Discourse on Jazz and 
Ian McNeil's Music to Midnight (both on 
4QR) or the few LP.'s that have been 
available. 
It is no surprise that the group re-
ceived wide acclaim first at the Newport 
Jazz Festival in the U.S.A. and later at 
the Festival of Montreux in Switzerland. 
Tlie musicians - George Golla (guitar), 
Ed Gaston (bass), and Laurie Thompson 
(drums) - are of international standard, 
and variety is provided by Don Burrows 
himself who plays flutes, saxophones, 
clarinet, percussion and even fife. Elec-
tronic gadgetry has also made its en-
trance, in the form of a device attached 
to the clarinet which provides octaves 
and sub-octaves to the notes played, and 
includes facility for the wa-wa effect to 
be added. 
The music played ranged from ballads 
to pure improvisation and the approach 
of the Quartet to its music was stimul-
ating and educational. Amplification was 
used, but not to extremes, and the group 
was surprisingly well balanced, even in 
Mayne Hall. And I liked their Bach too. 
DRB 
Released by E.M.L 
1. The Jazz Sound of the Don Burrows 
Quartet rec. ret. price $5.95 
Released,by Tempo 
2. Just the beginning 55.95 
3. Live at Montreux $3.98 
4. Austrdia and all that Jazz 
with John Sangster $5.95 
Best Comedy Album US. 1973-Gramnny Award 
and thereby dates itself. I imagine a 
similar record made about the Surfies 
in 1964, Most of us naw would first 
have to decipher the significance of pipe-
Une, woody, Jan and Dean, etc. (like in 
Britain where "Barry McKenzie" appeared 
with sub-titles.) Far harder would be to 
assess the attitudes which lay behind th^ 
terminology. Given the ephemeral nature 
of most slang expressions, this record 
may only be a curiosity in ten years' time 
rather than a classic. Three years after 
it was released, it is already beginning 
to soimd dated. 
For this reason and others, side two 
is the weaker where at times it is boring 
and heavy-handed. I refer particulariy 
to "Emergency Ward", "Welcome to 
Mexico" and most of "Waiting for 
Dave". Also, I suspect that "The Pope: 
Live at the Vatican" is not original since 
I vaguely remember being told that 
joke in my high-school days. Anyway 
it is not very funny. 
Having said all of that, I should say 
now that side one m parts verges on 
brilliance. The self-parody the over-
characterization, the underlying 
acidness lift it to a more controversial 
(and more satisfying) level. "Blind 
Melon Chitlin", "Wmk Dinkerson", 
"Acapulco Gold Filters" and "Vietnam" 
are cleverly developed abstractions 
from reality, very funny and containing 
more than a germ of truth. It is more 
intelligently political and co medic 
on this side. Recommended to all smil-
ing smokers. 
In a sense, it is strange to be reviewing a 
record that is three years old because I im-
agine that most of those interested would 
have found out about it by now. One of 
the reasons, of course, is the arrival of 
Cheech and Chong in Australia. It will be 
uiteresting to see if their material ought 
to be compared to side one or side two. 
BUI Holdsworth 
LOS COCHINOS 
Cheech and Chong 
FESTIVAL RECORDS 
This third album by Cheech Marin and 
Thomas Chong is disappointing. It follows 
the same lines as their previous albums, 
with the main topic bein| stoned freaks. 
It must be a difficult subject to be con-
tinually fimny about because there are 
very few iokes on this album. Essentially 
it is a collection of minor anecdotal 
material which is boring and forgettable. 
(I yawned frequently). The only except-
ion to this, I thought, was "Evelyn 
Woodhead Speed Reading Course". This 
was 36 seconds out of an L.P. of 42 
minutes. There are only two other tracks 
worth mentioning - "Sai^ent Stadanko" 
and "Basketball Jones". 
The first is the album's opener and is 
a track with real potential to be funny, 
whereas at the moment it is not strong 
enough to sustain the pattern for the 
six and a half minutes that it runs. How-
ever it contained a couple of good word 
situations and the overall set of circum-
stances has possibilities. 
"Basketball Jones" is the one music 
track on the album and gives an indic-
ation oi Cheech and Chong's influences in 
the US. The people who play on this 
one track include George Harrison, Klaus 
Voorman, Jim Heltner, Carole King, 
Nicky Hopkins, Billy Preston and others. 
That Cheech and Chong can get these 
people together to work for them must 
mean something. The track itself is not 
an especially startling piece of rock but 
it is infectious enou^ to maintain a good 
feeling for the album's close. 
However, altogether, it is an album that 
is preferably forgotten. If you want to 
sample Cheech and Chong's talent, their 
first album, just called "Cheech and Chong", 
is far better. 
Bill Holdsworth 
CHEECH A N D CHONG 
Cheech and Chong 
FESTIVAL RECORDS 
This is the first of three records re-
leased by Cheech and Chong and in fact it 
is about three years old. When it was re-
leased in the US, it sold well and they soon 
developed a strong foUowmg. It was a rec-
ord that no self-respecting freak would be 
without. With the release of the second 
and third albums, although they also sold 
weU, it was evident that tiie subject matter 
(stoned hippies) was not strong enough 
to be consistently funny and was, in the 
long run, boring. There is no doubt that 
this album is the best and is regarded in 
some circles as a minor classic. 
If a roach, hookah, or a toke means 
something to you, imdoubtledly this 
record \ ^ appeal. If not, you may find 
it perplexing and you may faU to see 
what the fuss is about (it would be Uke 
expectmg a Frenchman to imderstand the 
vernacular gymnastics of Barry McKenzie). 
This failure points to a large cultural gap 
so that this record manifests itself as a 
huge private joke. It deals with the re-
duction of a sub-culture into a self-
parody which seeks to entertain only 
those in that sub-culture. 
This is the source of both its Umit-
ations and its moments of briUiance. 
Its Umitations are spatial and temporal 
since its appeal is directed at a specific 
group of people at a particular time. It 
contains some classic word situations 
which would be readUy understood and , 
appreciated by dope-freaks." That .Way' ' ' 
it excludes many who are riot inyblved' ''^ ' 
with or are not part of the drug sub '^ ' '•' 
culture. This is not meant as a criticism, 
just an indication of where its sympathies Ue. 
However, a great Umitation Ues ui 
the fact it relies heavUy on current idiom 
AVAILABLE AT ALL RECORD STORES t 
CONCERT - BRISBANE CITY HALL - TUESDAY, JUNE 1 ITH 8 
STUDENT TICKETS AT UNION SHOP 
ISpm 
REVIEWS 
B(X)KS 
A WHITE MAN IN SEARCH OF GOD 
A review of Patrick White's "RIDERS 
IN THE CHARIOT" 
Penguin 1964 (re-issue) 494 pp 
Ten years after they pubUshed Patrick 
White's Ridersin TheChariot as an 'Austral-
ian Penguin', and thirteen years after its 
original pubUciation, Penguin have re-issued 
aU of White's prose in the Penguin Modem 
Classic Series, to mark his winning of the 
first Nobel Prize for Literature to go to an 
AustraUan. 
In Riders In The Chariot, Wliite succeeds 
in combining two approaches to novel 
writing. His genius Ues both in character 
drawing and in symboUc and aUegorical 
structuring. The combination of these two 
approaches makes the novel both complex 
and haunting. Within the framework of 
BibUcal nanative, White sets the four cent-
ral characters and their antagonists, while 
stiU showing each character not just as a 
type but as an individual. In addition he 
has closely observed the social exteriors 
associated with certain states of mind re-
veaUng these as other shaUow, vicious, 
and antagonistic to commimicarion. F( 
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PATRICK WHITE 
or 
example, he aUows Blue and the foreman 
Ernie Theobald to remain only types, thus 
exposing the typecasting we ourselves 
aUow in the roles we assume in our Uves. 
White gives these types an equal status in 
plot development with those idiosyncrat-
ic characters to whom he has given much 
attention (e.g. the uiyoUy Mrs. JoUey). 
By this, White is able to show how no-
one is "a victim of circumstances", but 
of his own character interacting with 
that of others. An example of this is 
when Himmelfarb aUow.s himself to 
become the scapegoat of the incommun-
icable and mcomprehensible hatreds of 
his workmates, by assuming a kind of 
fatalism: "Nobody but myself.,..wUl be 
held to blame for anything that may 
happen". (p.405). We can see easUy 
enough that characters precipitate their 
own fates in the choices they make, and 
in the kind of relationships they freely 
develop with others. One of the ironies 
of the novel however, is that its char-
acters, especiaUy the four riders, see 
things occuring because of forces out-
side of human character, and outside of 
themselves. Something extemal pre-
cipitates their vision. 
It is only White's insight into char-
acter and motive that has prevented 
his obvious allegorical and symboUc 
framework from being a hinderance to 
our enjoyment and appreciation of the 
novel as a complete work. In examining 
the ethical choices involved in vision and 
Though the obvious use of allusive and 
symbolic devices (e.g. in the characters' 
names) could easUy be heavy-handed 
academic smartness. White's incisive 
insight into character, and his carefully 
controUed depiction of the people in 
the book, give the novel the credibiUty 
it needs, for us to continue reading 
and remain involved with the concerns 
presented in fictional terms. Further 
to this. White, never uses famiUarities 
of place (the Sydney enyirons) and time 
(World War II) merely for local colour 
or cheap cmematic thrUls. He is daring 
eiiough to be unobtrusive in writing 
an "AustraUan" novel that is concerned 
with more than defining the essence of 
AustraUanism. 
How does this apparently incon-
gruous amalgam hold together? For me, 
excitingly and convincingly. Miss Mary 
Hare, who lives in a decaying mansion 
called Xanadu outside Sarsaparilla 
(Sydney?), later becomes a Mary figure 
for the Jewish intellectual Himmelfarb 
(= "colour of heaven" or "colour of the 
sky"), who is fataUy mock-crucified in 
a suburb caUed East Paradise. His pU-
grimage hadtakenhim from his native 
Germany (where he is saved miraculously/ 
by chance, from gassing) through Israel 
to Australia. Here he experiences this 
ultimate and ignoble suffering he has 
been expecting during his Ufe of suffer-
ing, and yet faith and joy. He dies on 
(the Christian) Good Friday, during 
(the Jewish) Passover. 
The scurrying Miss hare, so at one with 
nature in her decaying mansion achieves 
KEY TO PSYCHIATRY 
M.J.Sainsbury 
A.N.Z. BOOK CO. 
The Author is a well-known Australian 
Psychiatrist and presently Director of the 
New South Wales Institute of Psychiatry. 
As the preface states : "This book covers 
a syllabus suitable for a comprehensive 
course for students in psychiatry. It is 
directed towards workers of all discipUnes 
in psychiatry". 
Chapter One is an "historical Survey" of 
attitudes to mental Ulness and institution-
alisation "and sets the tone for the 
Chapter One is an "Historical survey of 
attitudes to mental iUness and institutional-
isation" and sets the tone for the second. 
"The hospital as a therapeutic Community" 
and third chapter"The role of the psychia-
trists and the psychiatric nurse". The roles 
of various members of the therapeutic 
team are dealt with in these chapters. With 
the concept of such a health team rightly 
of his religious vision, are the other two gaining greater momentum, a greater under-
riders. Alf has seen the Chariot with its standing of the roles of coUeagues in a 
four riders, featuring Jesus Christ, Apollo, variety of disciplines working with psychia-
Alf and his contemporaries as an mtegral *"*^  patients becomes paramount. The con-
part of the vision. He wanders and suffers ^eP' of the team approach is apparent through-
for years with the vision incomplete untU °"t ^^^ text. Chapter 4 is titled "The Nurse 
Himmelfarb's crucifixion, when both his as a Person", but has a much wider relevance, 
coneption of the vision, and his abUity to Chapter 5 concerns personaUty-factors in 
express in his medium are fuU and complete, ^ ^^elopment, psychoanalytic theory, etc. 
Beyond vision, there is death for aU but *^^P^" ^ ^f^^^ ^""^ ^ f^'^^^. °^ ""^^n Dy-
Mrs. Godbold, whom I find the most "'J™" ^"'^i'' an excellent piece of work 
puzzling of the four. She and her world ^^^1"^ '*^ '^^i*r^^^ '„ 
remain at the novel's conclusion, while „ , S T ' * / ' ^ ?^' '°°?. ^°"T^ ^'l*-^. 
the other three are dead, Xanadi^  demolished™"? ^}\ -^Vf S Pftem of psychiatry 
for fibro-identicals, Himmelfarb's shack *"''*" ^ '^sification of psychiatnc lUnesse 
and fewpossessionsburnt by the seven 
workmates who kiUed him, and Alfs 
pamtings (being both his own vision, and 
his depiction of the corporate vision of 
all four) are lost through ignorance and 
unconcern. 
For the riders, the pUgrimage to the 
image has ended, destroyed by the incom-
patabiUty of genius with the ordinary. 
The pain of pUgrrmage has become the 
pain of consummation, whose pleasure 
is partly in its own self-destroying pain. 
1 can understand no more of the novel. 
It is an attempt to order in a way which 
truly reflects reaUty, the chaotic multip-
Ucity of cultures and individuals which 
comprises a modem society, in this case, 
AustraUa. I think White is trying to reach 
the type of vision Joyce had, but also 
trying to write it in different and more com^ 
prehensible terms. Even so, I know I have 
missed much (most?) of the novel. My 
psychiatric iUnesses, 
signs and symptoms, treatment, prognosis, 
etc., alcohoUsm, drug addiction, psychosis, 
neurosis, etc. etc. 
Overall it's an exceUent, easy to read 
concise text. Perhaps too brief in some 
areas e.g. Psycho Therapy but overall fairly 
comprehensive and has those additional 
features mentioned which make it well worth 
reading for almost anybody, even Med students 
with paranoid schizophrenia, ananpastic 
personaUty disorders and suffering alcohol 
dementia superimposing a Korsakoff's 
psychosis as well as having only a week lo 
study before their final psychiatry exam. 
Peter McKeown. 
Copies of "Key to Psychiatry" and "A 
Rsaical Political Economy" supplied by 
ANZ Book Co. 
"'*- v.""v». w.wwvc u.YuiYcu Ul rioiun aiiu ^ . j„oite the coUaosc of her "nleasure ^^*^ ^^^^ changedbetweenreading; and 
creative gemus (refer..to the quote by WUham S ' ( S to c S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ "^^ ~"tmue to do so. Read this book 
Blake on page six). White has used those 
structures employed by the visionaries 
themselves. He takes a passage from Ezekiel 
as his motif (there are four riders in 
Ezekiel's end-of-the-worid vision), and 
refers to the book of Revelation (implying 
the four riders of the apocalypse?), the 
early Genesis narratives and the cmcifix-
ion and resurrection of Jesus Christ. 
and his notes to the poem), and Himmelf^rbri^.^^.H^^JL^f^^FSLlPffi^ir" 
achieves vision despite his early loss of a 
briUiant inteUectual career during the Nazi 
regime. 
The staunch suffering patient Christ-
ian, Mrs. Godbold, and Alf Dubbo, an 
Aboriginal painter frustrated by his education 
that both aided and abnegated the expression 
an extended period of time, copiously 
annotating. And then, ask Stanley Kubrick 
to make a film out of it. It might not be 
more comprehensible, but what a film!. 
Ross Clark 
A RADICAL POLITICAL ECONOMY There are five parts: radical poUtical 
F I WliPPTwriohf economy, the intemationaUzation of 
AM7 R n n v r o 1074 CapitaUsm, the poUtical economy of Aus-
AIN z. BUUh. <.U. 1 y /^ tj-alian society, Latin America, and Asia. 
Are you a radical student? Is your under- This collection of short articles, addresses 
standing of economics rather sketchy? If and radio taUcs deals with particular al-
yes is the answer to both questions then this though scattered topics. His approach 
is not the book for you. What you need is is non-technical and yet cogent, 
one of (a) H. Sherman, "Radical PoUtical Dissatisfied and disUlusioned students in 
Economies" (New York : Basic Books, l972)socialsciences wiU deUght iii the chapter: 
(b) E. Mandei, "Marxist Economic Theory" "University Economics 
(New York : Monthly Review Press, 1970); with W.J. Waters." The body of cunently 
(c) E.K. Hunt and H. Sherman, "Economics: fashionable economic theory - the neo-
an Introduction to Traditional and Radical classical school (as introduced in P. Samuel 
Views (New York : Harper & Row, 1972). son "Economics") - is cunently being 
Sydney University Professor Ted Wheel-
wri^t is not a radical poUtical economist 
Eke Ernest Mandei above. He is more in the 
ftyleM Harvard's J.-K 
SchotSTfb'r Social Research's, Robert HeU-
branen Jn the AustraUan context he would 
be the left-wing of the ALP. The clarion 
caU for revolution and for radical re-struct-
uring of western society does not pervade 
this book. 
chaUenged by the more sociaUy conscious 
political economists. Perhaps the "neo-
classical synthesis" is even disintegrating. 
Galbraith or the New Thus Wheelwright suggests "....*Csilch a 
time of flux, surely the very leastllthe''' 
AustraUan universities have a duty to do is 
to construct their courses in sudi a way 
as to Uidicate that orthodoxy is under 
up their own minds" (p.21). How weU 
is this duty performed at one advanced 
coUege of part-time participation? 
Witii tiie activities of Mr. Connor in 
Canberra and the furore over the Fitz-
gerald Report, the several chapters on the 
multi-nationals in AustraUa are spot on. 
Wheelwright considers such questions as 
the degree of our dependence on foreign 
owners and the importance to our best 
A Radical Critique interests of decisions made in New York 
and London. For those who Uke facts, 
tiiere are plenty of statistics included. It 
soon becomes obvious how fooUsh the 
Liberal-Country Party Govemment was 
Ul this area of poUcy. The need for Mr. 
Connor is very evident. 
In these days of full-employment, ram-
';pant inflation and,women's Uberation, the 
chapter on "Women and Work" bristies 
with relevance. He supports working 
women with economic reasoning redolent 
very serious challenge in every area ui which of a now dangerous growthmania. He says 
it exists,.and to leave the students to make "economicaUy it is extremely wasteful not 
to fuUy utiUze the available labour force, 
because although women may work in 
other ways in the home, the effect in the 
economy is not the same", (p.57) One 
wonders if two incomes means twice as 
much happiness? If one is to beUeve what 
one reads in economics texts, it must? 
Certainly the majority of young married 
AustraUans seem to think so. 
On strategy against inflation he deems 
monetary (i.e. variations in interest rates 
and the stock of money) and fiscal (i.e. 
variations in taxation and govemment 
spending) policies ineffective. What is 
required is wage and price controls in the 
large companies and unions especiaUy. 
The difficulty in tiiis country is tiiat Uie 
bulk of the people have been fooled by 
such people as Mr. Snedden into beUev-
ing otherwise. In such-a situation perhaps 
the only solution is to just accept a 10 
to 20% rate of inflation and adjust fixed 
income eamers (e.g. old age pensioners) 
for cost of Uving uses automatically? 
Finally the sections on Latin America 
and Asia seem to me to be tiie best part. 
His approach is more political than 
economic. He writes with great authority. 
If you have keenly foUowed the recent 
events in Chile his essay "Counter-Rev-
olution m Chile" wiU leap off tiie page 
and belt you on the head with a bottle of 
Inca-Cola! Be warned tiiat the reproduced 
inter-office memos of ITT on the eve of 
the AUende election will have corrosive 
effects on your bourgeois complacency! 
John Drew 
' * f ^ t * f^ 
RACE 16 THE END 
fees and food 
Dear Sir, 
Of recent weeks wc have been subjected 
to a campaign by the President and other 
Executive Officers of the Union for an in-
crease in fees for 1975; the main reason for 
such an increase being given as the need to 
raise nearly half a million doUars for exten-
sions to the Refectory kitchens. 
The Union claim that as the Federal 
Govemment did not guarantee the coUect-
ion of Union fees, the Union's Bankers 
refused to loan the monies required. This 
appears to be a rather spurious argument, 
as according to the propaganda issued by 
Messrs Varghese ana Hislop, the tenders 
forpartial works was caUed for 23 NovemlKr, 
1972; and the Liberal-Gjuntry Party Gov-
ernment did not announce any free educ-
ation, with or without guaranteeing stud-
ents Unions their fees. If the date was, 
or should be 23rd November, 1973, then 
one thinks that these gentlemen should 
have had the courtesy to correct the mis-
take before foisting their arguments upon 
us. If on the other hand, tfie date is correct, 
then their argument seems specious, at 
least. 
However, the main point of the matter 
is the projected extensions to the kitchens, 
and wnetner or not they are necessary. 
Why is it necessary to build larger kitchens? 
Will new kitchens raise the deplorably low 
standards of food now ofTcred? To mc, 
who has served as a cook at sea, m sometimes 
really aUocious conditions, it appears that 
what we need is not new kitchens, but 
rather new kitchen staff. 
The food now served is expensive and 
of low quaUty. Compared to canteens in 
the City, which admittedly are subsidised, 
the Refectory is a very expensive joke. 
I have bought fish, chips and salad, and 
have been unable to eat them • the fish 
stale, overcooked, rubbery and tasteless; 
the chips of a reasonable standard, and the 
salad a limp, wet mess of tired lettuce and 
over-ripe tomatoc. For the price, one would 
expect pies, and veges (the good old ockcr 
stand-by) to be value, but no, wc arc served 
mass-produced pies and/or pasties of dubious 
taste and texture, with overcooked, ovcr-
saltcd vegetables. And no tomato sauce 
available! 
1 appredate that the Union have money 
troubles- but then, who hasn't? Extendmg 
the kitchens of the Refectory will not solve 
these problems; first they must show that 
they can produce reasonable (and that is all 
wc ask) meals at low cost • it can be done if 
they really want to do it. 
Furthermore, charging ridiculous prices 
for breakages at functions held in the Union's 
buildings, such as die charge to Qmpus Camp 
for twenty-eight (28) dozen broken glasses 
at their March dance (a figure which works 
out to be approximately half a glass for each 
person attending the dance), wiu not solve 
them cither; if anything, sudi policies will only 
aggravate the situation. 
Some points to ponder: why should a 
Government, of whatever poUtical hue it may 
be, guarantee the coUection of funds for a 
Union, of any kind? Because we have union 
fees that arc lower than those of other univer-
sities, is that an argument for increasing our 
own fees? I will need far more and better 
arguments to be put before me before I can 
?ive either credence or support to the request 6r an increase In the Union fees for 197$. 
I also hope that we will shortiy see an impove-
ment in die food served In the Refectory. 
MUce Bevis 
Arts II. 
a reply to'fees 
and food'letter 
Dear Sir. 
Your correspondent, Mike Bevis, seems to 
be labouring under a large number of mis-
conceptions- not only about the fee rise but 
also about the role of the Union and the 
poUtics of various members of the executive. 
Firstiy, yesMr. Bevis, you have been sub-
jected to a campaign to get a fee rise. No, 
Mr. Bevis, it is not that we need most of the 
money for the kitchens per se, rather, we 
need most of the money so as a guarantee 
that we wiU beable to service the huge ove'r-
draftofthe Union. 
The point that Mr. Bevis misses about the 
guaranteeing of Union Fees is quite obvious -
whilst tenders were caUed on 23rd November, 
1972, the ck>ang date for these tenders was 
(I think) some time in February, 1973. It. 
wss only at this stage that the Union found 
out how mudi money it would have to raise. 
Consequently, because the Australian Gov-
ernment had not, at this stage, guaranteed 
to pay union fees (and collect them) there 
was a great deal of uncertainty on our part, 
and the bank's as to whether we would be 
able to pay off our existing-ldan let alone 
going deeper in the red because of the new 
kitcnens. Owing to this uncertainty the 
Union abandoned the project for the 
second time. 
Mr. Bevis^  is, I am sure, tiying to imply 
Uiat die Union is playing party poUtics. 
Let me assure him, that wc don t. Critic-
ism must be leveled at a body if that body 
acts indedsively - regardless of who or 
what they represent. 
Are the kitchens necessary? You must 
be joking Mr. Bevis. The present kitchens 
are 'deplorable' -1 do not want my staff 
to work in them longer than necessary. The 
floor is a death-trap and cooking facilidcs 
are totally inadequate. We are not catering 
for a crew of 100 but rather some 4,000-
6,000 people per day in a kitchen designed 
for a maximum of 2,000-2,5000 per day. 
His assertion that what we need is new staff 
1 reject. The Union has employees who have 
been with us 10-15 years and let me assure you 
that you do not employ unsatisfactory 
workers for that long. It is these people 
Mr. Bevis, who possess greater sense of loy-
alty than you ever will. 
Let me admit tiiat food at die present 
time is not "exccUent". However, steps 
have been taken to rectify this matter -
besides building die new kitchens. A ref-
ectory manager, Mr. John Perry, has been 
employed and he brings to Uie Union some 
30 years experience in the catering industry. 
Mr. Perry's first job wiU be, in association 
with our three cooks, the selection and 
arrangement of new meals and menus. 
The refectory wiU remain "expensive" 
(in your eyes Mr. Bevis) until two things 
happen. One is die new kitchens which 
will enable quicker, bigger and consequcntiy 
cheaper preparation ofmeals. The second 
tiling is the subsidization (if necessary) of 
the tradmg budget wiUi money from the 
increased fees. We do not receive subsidies 
from die Government or the University 
for our operations and we are not a charity 
organisation in the trading area. Our 
revenue budget hands out hundreds of thous-
ands of doUars ($134,674 in 1973; & $173, 
435 in 1974) in donations and grants to 
activities, dubs and societies, etc. 
Mr. Bevis shows his lack of knowledge 
of the food service industry when he com-
plains of (1) fish (2) salads (3) oics (4) tom-
ato sauce. To make my point clear let me 
explain, the following way. 
(1) Fish - has been unobtainable from our 
regular suppUer of portioned pieces. The 
Union had to faU back on low stocks of 
frozen fish for a period until altemative 
suppliers could be arranged. 
(2) Salads - Umpness. There is no way to 
keep bulk salads crips. To dish up cnsp 
lettuce etc. s<ilads would have to be made 
in smaUer lots continuaUy. Such a pro-
cedure would be extremely expenave. 
Tomatoes - the Union buys every day but 
we have to take what we can get or have 
none at aU. 
(3) Pies - We buy these in because at 
present we do not havc.the equipment to 
make our own. The new ovens in the 
kitchen extensions wiU hopefuUy remedy 
Uiis situation. 
(4) Tomato sauce - let me know where 
you can buy it Mr. Bevis, and we will 
get some. Wc are going to substitute our 
home made version within the next week. 
On tiie subject of crockery hire and . 
breakages, tiie Union does this because, in 
aU our years as a caterer for functions, we 
have found that student functions break 
an incredible number of glasses etc. If 1 
remember rightiy (please conect me), the 
Qmpus Camp dance was unique in the 
sense tiiat a glass throwing competition was 
held from the extension verandahs by 
certain people at the dance. 
Points to Ponder: Student Unions are 
pccuUo/ institutions (especiaUy tiie Queens-
land Union) in Uiat tiiey provide eating and 
extra curriculum fadUtfes for a large numbw 
of people. The members of the student body 
must be memtxin of the Union otherwise 
h would be unfair to have non-members using 
facUities paid for by tiiose people who are 
members. Since the Govenunent is unwiUUig 
to run Unions (tiiank God!) tiien they should 
at least pay some, if not all, of tiie member-
ship fees to those bodies who are wiUing to 
provide the services. 
Our Union Fees are stiU below the AustraUan 
average. The AustraUan Universities Comm-
ission (flie people witii Ihe money) won't 
have a bar of us unless we increase otu fees. 
We need that money desperately and cannot 
do without it. 
If Mr. Bevis knows some other institution 
or body wlUing to give us over $100,00 per 
triennium tiien let us know so we can get 
some of tiie largese. 
FinaUy, Mr. Bevis, if you tiiuik that you 
can manage witiiout aU the benefits of Union 
membership dien let me know. If you aie 
Uke some students who only eat in the refec 
and take advantage of nothing else tiie Union 
offers then you only have yourself to blame. 
Peter Armstrong 
Chaiiman of Hoose'Committee. 
walk.then run,on 
accomodation 
Dear Sir, 
I would Uke to comment on some of the 
issues raised by Mr. Bruce Dixon in his letter 
(Semper 2.5.74). Mr. Dixon criticises the protest 
which students raised regarding their own houang 
problem and suggests that we ^ould have concen-
trated on die broader aspects of tenants' rights 
tiiroughout the community. 
As far as I am concerned, we were (and stiU 
are) faced with an unprecedented accommod-
ation shortage for STUDENTS at tiie UNIVER-
SITY OF QUEENSLAND. This isituation de-
manded some IMMEDIATE action. Events 
dnce the protest have proved that the action 
taken was justified and some immediate amel-
ioration of tiie problem is indicated. 
Apart from some exoeUent pubUdty which 
was obtained for tiie students' cause, tiie Un-
iversity Senate has anoe sponsored the form-
ation of the Univenity oiQueensland Housing 
Company Limited which has commenced 
buying land within walking distance of the 
Univeisity. Plans are now being prepared for 
tiic development of the sites to house students 
in non-collegiatc type student flats. This as-
pect has been dealt wiUi more exhaustively 
elsewhere in this magazine. 
I submit that, hacTwe adopted the course 
of action advocated by Mr. Dickson, we would 
still be a voice crying alone. 1 don't deny tiie 
accuracy of some ofMr. Dickson's statements, 
however I feel fliat we must learn to walk 
before we run. 
I am convinced that the University of . 
Queensland has two responsibiUties, the first 
to its constituent student members, and the 
second to tiie community as a whou. 1 
beUeve we have satisfied our primary respon-
sibUity to a certain extent (there is stiU a 
Ist of work to be done) and that our respon-
sibUity to the commuiuty must be served 
on a lower key. 
Let us not confuse our issues. I would 
be hsnipy to discuss Mr. Dickson's arguments 
with nim at any time and to formulate some 
long-range plan. However 1 am convinced 
Oiat the course of action which we adopted 
has been proven correct 
BiU Munro, 
Union Accommodation 
Housing Committee. 
COUNaL FOR DEMOCRACY IN 
SCHOOLS 
PUBLIC CONFERENCE 
ON 
DEMOCRACY IN EDUCATION 
Relaxation Block, University of Queens-, 
land Union - SATURDAY JUNE 8, 
2 p.m. - 5 p.m., STUDENTS RIGHTS 
Presentation and discussion of document 
DECLARATION OF STUDENT RIGHTS 
AND RESPONSIBILITIES. . 
SUNDAY JUNE 9. INNOVATIONS 
AND ALTERNATIVES FOR 
QUEENSLAND EDUCATION. 
10 a.m. •12.30 p.m. 
2 p.m. - 5 pjn. 
David Bennett of tiie 
AustraUan Schools 
Commission on 
PossibiUties fot 
Change hi AustraUan 
Schools, foUowed by 
questions and discuss-
ion. 
Workshops in a variety 
of interest areas. 
1 ^ 4B tcomeito Ihis weekend conference. In-
vite y(Mai£daids.FQi furtiier infonnation, 
phone; 70 6865,70 84 77 (A/H) 
44 2386 (A/H), or write to Ted D'Urso, 33 
Harts Road, IndooroopiUy, 4068. 
•CpCI.' 
'REUNION 
off iclal notices 
NOTICE OP MEETING 
Notice is hereby given of tiie Sth Meeting of 
the 63rd Coundl of the University of 
Queensland Union to be held at 6.30 p.m. 
on Thursday 13tii June, 1974 in tiie J.D. 
Story CouncU Chamber. 
Martin Histop 
Unkin Seaetary 
PROPOSED ALTERATION 
TO THE CONSTITUTION 
Notice is hereby given pursuant to Part XVI 
Section 60 of the Constitution tiiat the 
following proposals to alter tiie Constitution 
wiU be discussed at a meeting of Union 
CouncU in tiie J'D' Stoiy Coundl Chamber 
at 6.30 p.m. on Thunday 13tii June, 1974. 
THAT SECTION 13.(1) OF THE CONS-
TfTUTlON BE AMENDED BY THE 
ADDITION OF THE WORDS "who 
shaU not have a deUverative vote unless 
he be already a member of Coundl" 
AFTER THE WORD "Coundl". 
THAT SECTION 20. OF THE CON-
STITUTION BE AMENDED BY THE 
INSERTION OF THE WORDS "brought 
to the notice of Coundl after the declaroi 
result has been accepted by Coundl" AFTER 
THE WORD "procedure". 
THAT SECTION 8.(1) OF THE CON-
STITUTION BE AMENDED BY THE 
SUBSTITUTION OF THE WORD "tiiree" 
FOR THE WORD "two" AND BY THE 
INSERTION OF THE WORDS: Honorary 
Life Membership " AFTER THE WORDS 
"Active Membership" AND THAT SEC-
TION 8.(2) BE"AMENDED BY THE DELE-
TION OF THE WORDS "and the Honorary 
LUe Members of the Union". 
THAT SECTION 18.(1) OF THE CON-
STITUTION BE AMENDED BY THE IN-
SERTION OF THE WORD "active" AFTER 
THE WORD "aU". 
THAT SECTION 4.(a) OF THE CON-
STITUTION BE AMENDED BY THE 
ADDITION OF TOE WORDS "Post-
graduate Vice-President, who shaU be 
a post-graduate student elected by the 
post-oaduate students" AFTER THE 
W p ^ "Treasurer" IN THE DEFINITION 
OF THE EXECUTIVE 
THAT THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED 
BY THE DELETION OF THE WORD 
"Honorary" WHERE IT APPEARS BEFORE 
THE WORD 'Treasurer" IN THE FOLLOWING 
SECTIONS OF THE CONSTITUTION 
(a) Section 4(a) (bisection 11. 
(c) Section 17.(1) 
(d) Section 18.(1) 
Section 49.' 
CORRECTION 
The title of Ross Clark's two part 
poem, PUlars of Hell was omitted . 
from laat Semper. Also he does not 
affect to write his name m lower 
case, but in the normal way. 
An ommission of notation occurred in 
the previous issue. A review of the Matt 
Taylor Album was suppUed by BiU Holds-
worth. 
FRELIMO DELEGATION 
TO VISIT 
AUSTRALIA FROM JUNE 10. 
two representatives of the Mozambique 
Liberation Front (FRELIMO) wiU arrive 
in AustraUa on Monday, June 10th, for 
a three weeks' tour. 
They are AMANDO PANGUENE, a 
member of the FRELIMO Central Comm-
ittee, and ZACHARIAS AMOUR MUPELA. 
Giveii the recent dramatic changes in 
Portugal and FRELIMQ's mayor success-
es in Mozambique, we are very fortunate 
to be able to hear the FRELIMO view-
point at tills point of time; 
The two representatives are scheduled 
for public engagements in Sydney from 
13-15 Junei As yet, no information 
regarding a possible Brisbaiie visit is 
available.rBut we wiU keep you posted! 
ss3Nisna 
